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Abstract

After some introduction to the quantum chromodynamics and physics of the heavy
ions collisions, and after a brief review of the ATLAS detector, the attention is focused to
the main aim of the work. The main aim of the work is to develop and test algorithms
suitable for the jet reconstruction in heavy ion collisions at the ATLAS detector. After the
detailed description of these algorithms and their implementation to the official software
of the ATLAS detector, the author analyzes their performance and provides expectation of
accuracy of jet measurements in the heavy ion collisions. The rest of the work focuses on
a possibility to study the influence of jets by the medium created in heavy ion collisions.
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Introduction

The work is divided into six chapters. The first chapter provides a short overview of basics
of Quantum Chromodynamics and it introduces some important concepts that are used
in subsequent text. The aim of the second chapter is to offer an instructive introduction
for the physics of heavy ion collisions. The text of the second chapter is closely connected
with Appendix A where the reader can find some technical details that are not discussed in
the main text in order to preserve its legibility. The third chapter introduces the ATLAS
experiment and depicts its main characteristics.

The second half of the work presents the original contribution of the author. Chapter
four describes algorithms for the jet reconstruction in heavy ion collisions. These algo-
rithms have been developed by author and collaborators from Columbia University. The
last two chapters are the focal point of the work. Chapter five provides a study of ba-
sic performance of jet reconstruction in heavy ion collisions. It also compares different
background subtraction techniques and jet finding algorithms. In the last chapter author
tests different quantities that could be sensitive to different underlying properties of hard
processes in heavy ion collisions. The expected performance of the ATLAS detector with
respect to measurements of such quantities is also discussed.
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1 Jets in Quantum Chromodynamics

In this chapter we provide a short overview of the Quantum Chromodynamics, the theory
of strong interactions. We discuss the basic features of jet algorithms and we introduce
the important notions that will be needed in the following chapters. Following text is
widely based on the classical literature and reviews [1–7] where the interested reader can
find more information.

1.1 Basic concept of Quantum Chromodynamics

Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is a quantum field theory with a non-abelian gauge
symmetry group SU(3). The interaction among three color quark fields ψi

q and eight color
gluon fields Aa

ν is described by the QCD Lagrangian1

LQCD = −1

4
F (a)

µν F
(a)µν +

nf
∑

q=1

ψ̄i
q(iγµ(Dµ)ij −mqδij)ψ

j
q (1)

F (a)
µν = ∂µA

a
ν − ∂νA

a
µ − gsfabcA

b
µA

c
ν

(Dµ)ij = δij∂µ + igs

∑

a

λa
i,j

2
Aa

µ

where nf = 6 is the number of quark flavors, gs or αs = g2
s/4π is the QCD coupling

constant; fabc are the structure constants of SU(3) algebra, and λa are Gell-Mann matrices.
The non-abelian character of the interaction leads to the presence of gluon self-interactions
in the first term of the Lagrangian that are unique to QCD compared to QED. Instead
of solving directly the equations of motion for the Lagrangian (1) which is not possible,
the perturbation theory (pQCD) has been developed to compute observable quantities
determined by short distance interaction of quarks and gluons. Each such observable
quantity R can be then written as a series in αs

R = r0α
k
s + r1α

k+1
s + ... (2)

The coefficients r0, r1, ... come from calculating appropriate Feynman diagrams2.
QCD is an asymptotically free gauge field theory, which means that the coupling pa-

rameter αs acting between the quarks and gluons becomes weaker in the short-distance
limit. To explain this behavior of the strong force we have to introduce the concept of the
renormalization. Generally, in the perturbative expansion of an observable, contributions
from quantum loops may appear. Loops describe creation and annihilation of virtual parti-
cles and are particularly important at large momenta where they diverge. These divergent
terms in the perturbative expansion can be absorbed into the redefinition of the coupling

1We have omitted the gauge fixing and the ghost part of the Lagrangian that have to be introduced to
quantize the theory and reduce the number of degrees of freedom of gauge fields.

2The quantity R can be e.g. cross-section, or a dimensionless ratio of cross-sections, for example the
ratio of process e+e− → hadrons to e+e− → µ+µ−. The latter meaning of R will be particularly useful in
further discussions.
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constant (or generally parameters of the Lagrangian). The original coupling constant αs

has to be replaced by an effective coupling that depends on the momentum scale Q2. Such
procedure is called renormalization. Then, to the first order in the perturbation series, we
can derive the following relation between the coupling at different momentum scales Q2

0

and Q2

αs(Q
2) =

αs(Q
2
0)

1 + αs(Q2
0)β0/4π ln(Q2/Q2

0)
(3)

Since the theory only tells us about the relative values of coupling parameter we must
provide a ”boundary condition”, i.e. we must define a value of a coupling at certain
momentum scale. In QED the ”boundary value” of the coupling constant is the value of
fine structure constant α ≈ 1/137 which is the value of coupling constant measured in the
Thomson limit (Q2 . 1 eV2). In QCD it is not possible to use the same limit as will be
clear from the further discussion. Instead, roughly speaking, we can choose some value of
Q2, say Q2 = µ2, compare experimental measurement of observable R with the theoretical
calculation according to (2) and extract the value of αs(µ

2). The µ2 that we have chosen
is called renormalization scale.

In general, any dimensionless physical quantity R that depends on transferred momen-
tum Q2 computed to a fixed order in pQCD will also depend on the scale µ2 and on the
renormalized coupling, R = R(Q2/µ2, αs(µ

2)). This means that the relation (2) should be
written more precisely as

R = r0α
k
s(µ

2) + r1(Q
2/µ2)αk+1

s (µ2) + ... (4)

However, after computing the observable R to all orders in perturbation theory, the ob-
servable cannot depend on our choice of µ2 (even if practically we are incapable to compute
the observable quantity to all orders). This means that the total derivate of R with respect
to µ2 is zero

µ2 dR

dµ2
=

(

µ2 ∂

∂µ2
+ µ2∂αs

∂µ2

∂

∂αs

)

R = 0 (5)

where we can introduce so called β-function,

β(αs) ≡ µ2∂αs

∂µ2
(6)

This is so called renormalization group equation which tells us how a change of the scale
µ is compensated by a change of the coupling αs. We can write an expansion for the
β-function,

1

αs
β(αs) = −αs

4π
β0 −

(αs

4π

)2
β1 −

(αs

4π

)3
β2 +O(α4

s) (7)

When solving this equation to the LO and NLO in the expansion and computing associated
loops we obtain for the first two coefficients: β0 = 11 − 2/3nf and β1 = 51 − 19/3nf . It
is remarkable that for nf ≤ 16 the coefficient β0 is positive. This is due to the fact that
the contribution from gluon loops dominates the contribution from quark loops. Positive
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values of β0 leads to the fact that the QCD coupling constant vanishes at µ2 → ∞ which
is the fundamental phenomenon, called asymptotic freedom as mentioned above. Another
important consequence is that in the LO and NLO the coupling constant diverges for µ2 →
0, or more precisely at µ = ΛQCD ≃ 200 MeV 3. This implies that the perturbative theory
become useless in the region of small momentum transferred. This region is governed by
the confinement which gives rise to hadrons, color-neutral objects.

Beyond the NLO the situation is more complicated. The coefficients βi for i ≥ 2 are
also renormalization scheme dependent4. Generally, the renormalization procedure is not
unique but we can decide which finite parts of the loop amplitude are included into the
infinite part that renormalizes the coupling constant. This choice means the choice of
the renormalization scheme5. This ambiguity then leads to the fact that the constants
βi, i ≥ 2 are arbitrary numbers. Although being arbitrary, the change in their choice has
to be accompanied by a change of coefficients ri in (4) since they are related by (5). This
leads to the fact that at low µ2 the behavior of the coupling constant essentially depends
on our choice of parameters, as illustrated in the left panel of Fig. 1. This ambiguity holds
even if β-function is summed to all orders, contrary to R which is a physical quantity.
Hence, the relation (7) is merely a definition of the coupling constant.

The whole discussion leads to the following important questions: Which renormal-
ization scale and scheme we should choose? Which is the lowest Q2 keeping the pQCD
expansion reliable? There is no definite answer to the first question. Higher order correc-
tions cannot ”fix” the scale, rather they can render the theoretical predictions less sensitive
to its variation. Basically, the dependence of measurable quantity R on the scale µ and
scheme (through βi) is a measure of our ignorance of uncalculated higher order terms.
Thus, the sensitivity of R to the variation of µ and βi can provide a guideline for their
choice. The years of experience has shown that a scale µ characteristic to the typical energy
scale of the process would be the most appropriate choice (e.g. for the e+e− → hadrons
processes at LEP the µ is set to MZ0). The most often used renormalization scheme is so
called MS scheme6. Neither there is a definite answer to the second question. Although
we cannot theoretically, i.e. based on some convergence argument, estimate the lowest Q2

accessible with perturbative calculations, it is surprising that pQCD describes very well
processes even at quite low Q2 (an illustration is shown in the right panel of Fig. 1).

In the preceding discussion we have briefly illustrated that pQCD calculations does
not provide a description of the behavior of quarks and gluons at very low transferred
momenta where the confinement rules. The pQCD does not provide any description of
the dynamics of the hadronization process. This leads to the fact that initial and final state
hadrons have to be characterized by non-perturbative methods. The total cross-section

3This allows to rewrite equation (3) as αs(Q
2) = 1

β0/2π ln(Q2/Λ2)
. The value of Λ can be used to provide

a boundary condition for the value of αs.
4From the beginning, we tacitly assume massless quarks. For massive QCD, even the β0 depends on

the choice of the renormalization scheme.
5In QED, a preferable, so called on-mass-shell renormalization scheme, exists. This is a consequence of

the Thomson limit mentioned above.
6MS stands for modified minimal subtraction scheme. In the minimal subtraction scheme (MS) only

the divergent part of the loops is absorbed to the redefinition of the coupling. In the MS it is the divergent
part plus an universal constant that are absorbed to the redefinition.
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Figure 1: Left: Behavior of the coupling constant as a function of the scale µ for three different choices
of free parameter β2 [5]. Right: Direct photon invariant cross-section measured by PHENIX experiment
in p+p collisions at

√
s = 200 GeV. The curves represent NLO pQCD calculation fit for three different

choices of the renormalization scale [8].

characterizing the production of observed hadrons in hard hadron-hadron collisions can
be factorized into three parts: parton distribution functions describing the initial state
hadrons, parton level cross-section, and fragmentation function describing outgoing final
state hadrons. Both, parton distribution functions and fragmentation functions are non-
perturbative quantities. As an example, the cross-section for a production of hadron h in
p+p collisions can be written as

dσpp→h

dt̂
=

∑

abc

dxadxbfa/p(xa,M)fb/p(xb,M)
dσ̂ab→c

dt̂
(ŝ, t̂,M, µ)Dc→h(z, pT,M

′) (8)

where fa/p(xa,M) is a parton distribution function of a parton a in the proton, σ̂ is a
parton level cross-section and Dc→h(z, pT,M

′) is a fragmentation function. The scales M ,
resp. µ correspond to scales at which we separate the hard, perturbative process from the
initial, resp. final-state evolutions. The scale µ is the renormalization scale. The scale M
is called factorization scale and its meaning will be clarified in the next paragraphs.

Parton distribution functions have been introduced in the Feynman’s parton model.
Before the invention of the parton model, the cross-section of deep inelastic scattering of
a lepton on hadron has been expressed in terms of form factors or structure functions of
a hadron, F (x,Q2). It was experimentally observed that the structure functions approxi-
mately scale as function of transverse momentum Q2, i.e. F (x,Q2) is independent of Q2

in the limit where Q2 → ∞, x being fixed. This allowed to formulate the parton model
where structure functions can be expressed as a sum of the parton distribution functions
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f(x), characterizing the probability of finding a parton of charge e carrying a momentum
fraction x of the whole proton momentum, i.e. F (x) = xΣie

2
i fi(x). However, the per-

turbative QCD predicts a logarithmic deviations from the scaling that are experimentally
measured. The reason for this breaking of the scaling is the fact that quark in the proton
can emit a gluon, with a probability determined by αs, and lose momentum as a result.
The gluon emission brings collinear divergences that can be treated in a formally similar
way as the renormalization of the coupling constant. Similarly to the running coupling
renormalization one has to introduce a factorization scale M and express the parton dis-
tribution functions at a given factorization scale as a function of bare, divergent parton
distribution function. It is not possible to calculate the parton distribution functions but it
is possible to derive their scale dependence. This scale dependence is characterized by the
DGLAP7 evolution equations. The DGLAP evolution equation for the quark distribution
function qi(x,M) can be written in the LO as

∂qi(y,M)

∂ lnM2
=
αs(M)

2π

[∫ 1

x

dy

y
Pqq(

x

y
)qi(y,M) +

∫ 1

x

dy

y
Pqg(

x

y
)g(y,M)

]

(9)

Similar equations can be written for the antiquark distribution function q̄i(x,M), and
gluon distribution function g(x,M). Functions Pqq(z) and Pqg(z) in (9) represent leading
order splitting functions, that describe the distribution of ”daughter particles” carrying
a fraction z = x/y of their ”mother’s particle” momenta y. The factorization scale M
represents a maximal virtuality of a last ”daughter” particle in a subsequent splitting.
Beyond the leading order the definition of parton distribution functions (like the definition
of αs) becomes also factorization scheme dependent. Factorization scheme is defined by a
choice of higher order splitting functions. DGLAP evolution equations at the leading order
(9) are an analogy to the renormalization group equation (7) at leading order. DGLAP
equations can be solved analytically by defining moments of parton distribution functions
which simplify the ”convolution” integral to a simple product. As we said, it is not possible
to calculate parton distribution functions perturbatively. Their x dependence at some
scale Q0 has to be extracted from the experimental data. Generally, the parametrization
of both, quark and gluon distribution functions have the following form

q/g(x,Q0) = c0x
c1(1 − x)c2f(x; c3, ...) (10)

where coefficient c1 is associated with small-x (sea quark domain) while c2 is associated
with large-x (valence quark domain). The function f(x; c3, ...) is to add more flexibility
to the parametrization. Parameter Q0 is a reference scale that must be chosen. Usually
1−2 GeV is considered (similarly as for the reference of the renormalization scale µ = MZ0

is considered). The equation (10) with the values of coefficients ci can be viewed as a
boundary condition for the evolution equations (9). In practice, the values of coefficients
ci are extracted from a global fit of all available data at different Q2. The uncertainty of
the parton distribution function is often large, namely in the region of x that is not well
known and where the extrapolation of fits of different groups has to be considered. As an
example in Fig. 2 we show the uncertainty of gluon distribution function at Q2 = 5 GeV
from Ref. [9].

7Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi
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Figure 2: The current estimate (2009) of the fractional uncertainty of gluon distribution function shown
in the yellow belt [9].

It should be stressed that the factorization scale is an unphysical quantity, similarly to
the renormalization scale, and their arbitrariness reflects the ambiguity in separation of
short and long distances. Renormalization scale has been introduced to deal with ultravi-
olet singularities (i.e. concerns short distances), whereas the factorization scale has been
introduced to deal with parallel singularities (i.e. concerns long distances). Even if these
two scales have different physical meaning, they are often, without any justification, chosen
to be similar. When performing higher order calculations of parton distribution functions
(or more precisely splitting functions) the dependence on the factorization scheme appears.
As we said, a variation of the renormalization and/or factorization scale and scheme can
provide an estimate of theoretical uncertainty of a given physical quantity computed at a
given order of the perturbation series. A small sensitivity to such variation can defend a
particular choice of a scale and scheme we made.

Final state observed hadrons are characterized by the fragmentation functions. Al-
though non perturbative and model dependent, fragmentation functions are universal and
once measured, e.g. in e+e− annihilations, they can be used to describe hadron production
in other hard QCD processes. There are different models that describe the fragmentation
process. Most commonly used in the Monte Carlo generators are Lund string model
and cluster model. The idea of the description of hadronization using the fragmentation
functions originated from Feynman’s independent fragmentation model. Fragmentation
function Dq→h(z, pT,M

′) is a probability that a parton q (quark, antiquark, ”diquark” or
gluon) produces a hadron h, carrying a fraction z of the original parton energy and trans-
verse momentum pT (with respect to the original parton momentum). When integrating
over all momenta fragmentation function gives the average multiplicity of a hadron coming
from the fragmentation of a parton q. Similarly to the parton distribution functions, the
fragmentation function (or procedure) depends implicitly also on the factorization scale
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M ′. In the Lund string model the factorization scale is represented by a cut on the mass
of a string that fragments into hadrons.

1.2 Jets and jet algorithms

The most sensitive tools for testing pQCD has been provided by jet measurements. Jet
is a collimated spray of hadrons and γ-radiation that comes from a single parton created
in a hard scattering. Thus, the energy of the jet is related to the energy of the original
parton. The cross-section for a single jet production can be written, similarly to relation
(8), as follows

dσpp→jet

dpT
=

∑

abc

pjet
T,max

∫∫∫

pjet
T,min

dxadxbdt̂ fa/p(xa,M)fb/p(xb,M)
dσ̂ab→c

dt̂
(ŝ, t̂,M, µ)D(c→ jet) (11)

The D(c → jet) is not a single fragmentation function but rather a substitute for
a complex algorithm that consists of a fragmentation algorithm (based on a particular
fragmentation model) and a jet algorithm that defines which of the fragmentation products
constitute the jet. An ideal jet algorithm would include all the fragmentation products
that come from a parton a and exclude those that come from either other parton (e.g. such
as hard gluon radiated by a parton a) or other processes (such as initial state radiation).
However, in reality this is not possible because: 1) we cannot unambiguously distinguish
the hard parton from the soft, and 2) since we cannot compute the hadronization process
directly from QCD we just assume that this process does not distort the overall energy
flow of final state particles produced in a hard collision. This implies that a jet is not
defined uniquely but different jet algorithms exist that may deliver more or less different
jets. Basically two types of jet algorithms are used. A cluster-type algorithm and a
cone-type algorithm. A cone-type algorithm assumes a fixed, cone topology of a jet. A
cluster-type algorithm assumes an ordering of the hadronization products in energy. Both
algorithms start with a list of ”protojets” i with four-momenta pi

µ. Protojet can be a
stable particle in the case of Monte Carlo simulation or a calorimeter tower in the case
of experiment8. We should bear in mind that for LHC energies the masses of particles
√

pi
µp

iµ are small compared to the transverse momenta pi
T, so that pi

µ are essentially

light-like9. Therefore, each protojet i can be equivalently characterized by a set of only
three parameters: transverse energy Ei

T, pseudorapidity ηi and azimuthal angle ϕi. The
opening angle ∆Rij between two protojets i and j is defined as a distance in the η × ϕ
space,

∆Rij =
√

(ηi − ηj)2 + (ϕi − ϕj)2 (12)

8Calorimeter tower represents a projective constituent of the calorimeter which size in the ATLAS
experiment is 0.1 × 0.1 in the η × ϕ space. Obviously, the charged track from the inner detector can also
represent a protojet.

9For more details about the kinematic variables used at LHC experiments, and their properties consult
Appendix A1.
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Jet algorithms need a recombination strategy to combine two or more protojets to
another protojet or finally to a jet. Several strategies exist, we mention two of them. The
first strategy directly sums the massless four-momenta pk

µ =
∑

i p
i
µ. The second strategy,

so called ET recombination scheme, uses transverse energy weighting of the position in
η × ϕ space,

Econe
T =

∑

i∈cone

Ei
T

ηcone =
1

Econe
T

∑

i∈cone

Ei
Tη

i (13)

ϕcone =
1

Econe
T

∑

i∈cone

Ei
Tϕ

i

At the LHC energies, there is no big difference between jets resulting from these two
different recombination strategies. The ATLAS experiment uses primarily the first strat-
egy [10].

We will now describe two realizations of cone-type and cluster-type algorithm: seeded
cone algorithm [12] and successive recombination (or kT) algorithm [13, 14]. These are
main jet algorithms that have been studied during the preparation for the reconstruction
in p+p collisions at the ATLAS experiment [10].

The seeded cone algorithm uses two parameters: a transverse energy threshold for
a seed protojet Eseed

T,min and a cone radius ∆R defined as a distance (12) between the
center of the cone (jet axis) and the border of the cone. Additionally, a threshold for
the minimal resulting transverse energy of a jet Econe

T,min is also considered. In the ATLAS

experiment, following values of thresholds are considered: ∆R = 0.4, 0.7, Eseed
T,min = 1 GeV

and Econe
T,min = 5 GeV. The algorithm consists of following steps:

• Find a protojet with maximum transverse energy Ei
T in the η×ϕ space and use this

protojet as a seed for a jet candidate if Ei
T > Eseed

T,min.

• Calculate the position and transverse energy Econe
T of a jet candidate by recombining

all the protojets that are within a cone of size R around the seed protojet.

• Repeat the last step using the new direction of a jet candidate until a stable jet
position is achieved. If the number of iterations exceeds some reasonable number, e.g.
5, the jet candidate is discarded. If the energy of the jet candidate is Econe

T < Econe
T,min

then the jet candidate is also discarded.

• Repeat all preceding steps until there is no more seed found.

• In the resulting list of jets a lot of duplicates may appear. Discard the duplicate
jets.

• In the resulting list of jets some overlapping jets may appear. These have to be
either merged or separated. Find the overlapping area of two jets. Compute the
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ratio of transverse energy in the overlapping area to the total transverse energy of
less energetic jet. If this ratio is greater than 50% then merge the original jets (in the
case of the ATLAS cone algorithm merging is done by a summation of four-momenta
of constituents of both jets). If the ratio of transverse energy is smaller then 50%
then split the two jets in such a way that each constituent is assigned to the closest
jet.

The successive recombination algorithm (or kT algorithm) has only one free parameter,
the distance parameter R. The distance parameter is used to weight the energies of
particles or calorimeter towers. In the ATLAS experiment R = 0.4, 0.6 is considered.
Additionally, a threshold for the minimal resulting transversal energy of a jet, ET,min can
be also considered. Algorithm works as follows:

• For each protojet define

di = Ei
T

2
R, (14)

for each pair of protojets define

dij = min(Ei
T

2
, Ej

T

2
)∆Rij . (15)

• Find the smallest value of all di and dij and label it dmin.

• If dmin is a dij recombine protojet i and j to a new protojet k.

• If dmin is a di the corresponding jet i is complete and is removed from the list of
protojets.

• Repeat all preceding steps until there is no more protojets on the list.

Since the algorithm recombines the protojets together according the minimum of en-
ergy weighted by the distance, we can say that it goes backwards along the fragmentation
chain (harder particles are recombined later). Consequently, the algorithm delivers the list
of jets with successively larger values of transverse energies. It is also possible to consider
so called ”anti-kT” algorithm [15] that uses 1/ET instead of ET in the definitions (14) and
(15). This algorithm first recombines harder particles and delivers jets with successively
smaller transverse energies.

Since the jet is a fingerprint of a hard scattered quark or gluon one should consider
the question of infrared and collinear sensitivity of jet algorithms [12]. In pQCD, infrared
(or soft) divergences are associated with an emission of a gluon with energy E → 0 by
a quark or gluon. Collinear (or parallel) divergences are associated with a splitting of a
parton into two partons with parallel momenta. In a final state, these divergences are not
problematic since they cancel if we assume the higher order contributions to the cross-
section. Similarly, in the case of jet finding algorithms following configurations that must
be dealt with may occur: 1) a presence of a protojet with very small energy that is in
between of other two more energetic, partially overlapping protojets, may lead to the
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recombination of all three protojets into a single jet instead of into three distinct jets; 2)
two parallel protojets may not be recombined due to the seed threshold limitation, whereas
one single protojet that has the same energy as is the sum of the two parallel protojets
may lead to a successful jet reconstruction. The first problem is called infrared sensitivity,
the second is called collinear sensitivity of the jet algorithms. It is clear that the detector
works as a ”regulator” because it provides a natural cut-off due to a finite spacing and
energy resolution of a calorimeter. It means that, comparing to the theory, there is no
fear of divergences. On the other hand, the price that we pay for it is the above described
sensitivity. Apart from the effect of the finite spacing and energy resolution of a detector,
the successive recombination algorithm is infrared and collinear safe. The reason is that
there is no seed in the successive recombination algorithm and that the algorithm never
assigns a particle to more then one jet. This is not the case for the seeded cone algorithm,
where the seed and split/merge procedure are present. Thus both, seed and split/merge
thresholds have to be carefully chosen. Nevertheless, at sufficiently high energies, the effect
of infrared and collinear sensitivity is a minor effect and most of the studies that has been
done so far at the ATLAS experiment use both the iterative seeded cone algorithm, and
kT algorithm [10]. Contrary, we will show in Chapter 5 that in the case of large underlying
event the kT algorithm suffers by intrinsic problems with the jet energy scale due to its
inability to distinguish the soft component of a jet from the underlying event.
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2 Introduction to physics of relativistic heavy ion collisions

The first relativistic heavy ion collisions took place in BEVALAC facility in Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory in early 1970s [16]. The first theoretical review showing that the
heavy ion collisions could be used to study deconfined quarks and gluons can be traced
back to E. Shuryak’s article in 1980 [17]. The basic motivations to study the heavy ion
collisions can be expressed as following:

• To understand collective phenomena that are governed by the fundamental strong
interaction.

• To understand QCD in non-perturbative regime.

• To explore the question of the phase transition between ordinary, confined matter
and deconfined matter composed of free quarks and gluons. Understand the origin
and dynamics of the confinement.

The exploration of the matter created in the heavy ion collisions have also an indirect
connection with cosmology, since at early Universe, of order 10−6 seconds after the Big
Bang, the conditions were probably similar to the conditions created in the heavy ion
collisions. Since 1980s both the theoretical, and experimental tools have evolved dramati-
cally. The BEVALAC facility delivered heavy ion beams of 1−2 GeV/nucleon on the fixed
target. Further, the energy frontier of heavy ion collisions has been pushed by Alternating
Gradient Synchrotron (AGS) with maximum energy of 11 GeV/nucleon and Super Proton
Synchrotron (SPS) with maximum energy of 158 GeV/nucleon. Both of these accelerators
have been equipped with different fixed target experiments. Nowadays, the leader facil-
ity, Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at Brookhaven National Laboratory, delivers
colliding beams of gold ions with center of mass energy of 200 GeV/nucleon. Different
systems, starting from single hadron + nucleus collisions up to the gold-gold collisions,
have been studied at RHIC. Despite to the rapid progress in the capabilities of accelerators
and detectors, the understanding of properties and evolution of the created dense matter
is still far from being complete. In the following seven sections we will try to provide a
basic introduction to the rich field of the heavy ion collisions. The following text is mainly
based on the reviews of recent experimental observations at RHIC [18–21] and the theory
reviews [22–28]. For better readability, some technical details are not discussed in the
main text but they can be found in Appendix A.

2.1 Geometry of the heavy ion collision and charged particle multiplicity

One of the most important parameters for the description of the heavy ion collision is
centrality. Centrality expresses the mutual position of the projectile and the target at
the moment when they collide. Centrality can be quantified using the impact parameter
b which is the transverse distance between the centers of the colliding heavy ions. The
centrality or impact parameter are not directly measurable quantities, but they can be
deduced from the measurement of other parameters. Since more particles are produced
in the central than in the peripheral collisions the centrality can be related to the total
charged particle multiplicity. The measured total charged particle multiplicity can be
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Figure 3: Left: Charged particle multiplicity distribution measured as a number of charged particle tracks
reconstructed in the STAR Time Projection Chamber in pseudorapidity interval |η| < 0.5 (dσ/dNch ≡
1/Nevnt dNevnt/dnAB). The distribution is divided into eight centrality regions according to a fraction of
the total cross-section. Numbers in each bin correspond to a cumulative fraction of the total cross-section.
Only 80% of the total cross-section can be measured due to inefficiencies at low multiplicites [34]. Right:
Mean number of participants and collisions as a function of impact parameter (black). Event rate as a
function of impact parameter (red). All the quantities in the right plot were computed using PHOBOS
Glauber Monte Carlo program [35] for simulation of Au+Au collisions at

√
sNN = 200 GeV.

divided into percentile of the total cross-section bins as illustrated in left panel of Fig. 3.
Each interval in the measured total charged multiplicity then represents a centrality
fraction of the total cross-section [29]. The total cross-section that is needed for this
calculation is extrapolated from p+p inelastic cross-section using a model of the geometry
of nucleus-nucleus collision. Most commonly used model is the Glauber model [30, 31].

The Glauber model describes the nucleus-nucleus interaction in terms of interaction
between constituent nucleons with a given density distribution (e.g. Wood-Saxon density
distribution). The Glauber model works with the assumption that nucleons in each nucleus
travel in straight lines through the colliding system. This means that hit nucleons keep
their direction and can participate in subsequent collisions. This allows to compute (or
define) two important quantities: the number of participating nucleons Npart and
the number of collisions Ncoll. Npart or the number of participants is the number of
”wounded” nucleons which undergo at least one inelastic collision. Ncoll is the number of
nucleon nucleon collisions taking place in the nucleus-nucleus collision.

Using the Glauber model one can compute the impact parameter that corresponds to
a given centrality class. For example the impact parameter for 5 % of the most central
events in Au+Au collisions at

√
sNN = 200 GeV is in the range of |b| < 3.5 fm. The rate

of nucleus-nucleus collisions is propotional to bdb (
∫

db = 2π
∫

bdb) which leads to the fact
that more collisions occure with relatively large impact parameters. The most
central collisions are suppressed by this geometrical factor. This is illustrated in the right
panel of Fig. 3. The right panel of Fig. 3 also shows mean number of collisions and mean
number of participants in Au+Au collisions at

√
sNN = 200 GeV. In the most central

collisions, the mean number of collisions is three times higher than the mean number of
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participant which approaches the number of all nucleons in nuclei. For a simple nucleon-
nucleus collision Npart = Ncoll+1. For an introduction to the Glauber model see Appendix
A1.

Particle production in both, nucleon-nucleon and nucleus-nucleus collisions, can be
factorized into two components: ”hard” parton-parton scattering processes and ”soft”
processes. The former can be calculated using pQCD, whereas the latter are typically
treated by phenomenological models. Hard particles having large pT are produced on
short time scales τ ∼ 1/pT. This leads to a picture where hard particle production on
successive nucleons in the nucleus happens incoherently and therefore it should scale with
Ncoll. Contrary, soft particles having small pT are produced coherently at larger time scales
by scattering of a projectile nucleon with several target nucleons. An important effect that
influences the soft particle production is a QCD extension of Landau-Pomeranchuk-Migdal
(LPM) effect [32]. LMP effect leads to the reduction of the soft particle production due
to the destructive interference which results in the fact that the soft particle production
should obey approximate Npart scaling: each wounded nucleon contributes only
once to the soft particle production [22]. The measured multiplicity in heavy ion
collisions can be then expressed as [33]

nAB = ”soft” + ”hard” = (1 − ξ)npp
〈Npart〉

2
+ ξnpp 〈Ncoll〉 (16)

where ξ is a fraction of the multiplicity npp measured in p+p collisions per unit of pseu-
dorapidity (η) that is due to the hard processes, (1 − ξ) is a remaining fraction due to
the soft processes. The fraction ξ is an unknown parameter and can be received by fitting
the measured data. It was found that ξ is a small number, ξ . 0.1. The shape of the
multiplicity distribution at fixed η (left panel of Fig. 3) is not very sensitive to the relative
contribution of the soft and hard component (up to ξ ≃ 0.12). Therefore it is determined
largely by purely geometrical information about the overlap of two nuclei and thus, it can
be first used to estimate the centrality. Centrality is estimated from the multiplicity distri-
bution using the total nucleus-nucleus cross-section computed within the Glauber model,
as we have mentioned in the first paragraph. Then, for each centrality bin, the average
number of participant 〈Npart〉 resp. collisions 〈Ncoll〉 can be computed, again, using the
Glauber model. These numbers are then used to compute a precise value of the fraction
ξ [33].

The ability to describe the geometry of the heavy-ion collisions is just a first step in
the understanding of the produced system. To learn more about the system we have to
study it’s space time evolution.

2.2 Space time evolution of the system produced in heavy ion collisions

In relativistic heavy ion collisions two colliding nuclei can be viewed as highly relativis-
tically contracted ”pancakes” that during the collision penetrate one another. After the
collision, the net baryon density (number density of baryons) of the projectiles is found
in fragments with longitudinal momenta not far from that of projectiles. This is so called
leading baryon effect known from SPS experiments [37]. Roughly speaking it means
that the majority of ”original” baryons can be found in the fragmentation region near the
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Figure 4: Space time evolution of the heavy ion collision.

beam rapidity. The leading baryon effect suggests that there is no significant transfer of
the transverse momenta during the collision. In any frame where the ”melted” pancakes
are receding from the collision point by a velocity near the velocity of light, the secondary
produced particles are concentrated in a very thin slab perpendicular to the beam direc-
tion. Therefore, the system evolution can be described in (t, z) space. In the (t, z) space
one can introduce the longitudinal proper-time τ and space-time rapidity y simply
as a limit of the original variables when requiring the translational symmetry in transverse
coordinates (pT ≪ p||, pT = const) (for details see Appendix A2)

y =
1

2
ln

1 + z/t

1 − z/t
, τ =

√

t2 − z2 (17)

The system in a given proper time then lies in hyperbolae as illustrated in Fig. 4. This
description of the space time evolution was introduced by Bjorken in Ref. [38]10. This
description is expected to be good at high energies and not too close to the beam rapidities
[22].

The initial overlap of two ”pancakes” cannot take longer in any center-of-mass-like
system than tcrossing = 2R/γ where R is the rest frame radius of the nucleus. This time is
0.13 fm/c at RHIC energies (γRHIC = 106, RAu = 7 fm). This is a very short time and we
can assume that that secondary particles are formed in the longitudinal proper time τform
that is longer than the crossing time tcrossing. In such case we can think about secondary
particles having y ≈ 0 at the formation time (they cannot rescatter before being produced)
and we can derive the relation for the Bjorken energy density11 [18, 38]

10Beside the net baryon density measurements another Bjorken’s motivation for the ”(t,z) description”
of the problem was the measurement of the central rapidity plateau. Further experiments have shown
that central rapidity plateau is large but it does not cover the majority of the pseudorapidity range. The
fragmentation region extends far from the beam rapidity [39,40].

11Alternatively we do not need to require y ≈ 0 at the formation time, we can simply define initial
energy density of a fluid element in the frame in which the fluid element is at rest [28].
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ǫ =
dE

Adz
=

1

πR2

1

τform

dET

dy
(18)

where the area A is πR2.
The initial energy density is a boundary condition for the future evolution of the

system. Since the initial energy density ǫ0 = ǫ(τform) does not depend on the rapidity there
will be no such dependence at later times either. Thus ǫ = ǫ(τ) [38]. For the transverse
energy density at the formation time we can write the relation between particle multiplicity
and their average transverse mass dET

dy = 〈mT〉 dN
dy . It can be argued that there are no

physical processes that can increase dET/dy after the initial particle formation. It can be
also argued, based on the entropy conservation that the local number density of particles
can never decrease [41]. From these arguments we can say that the measurement of ratio
(dET/dy)/(dN/dy) can give us a lower limit on 〈mT〉. From general quantum mechanical
grounds we can argue that in a frame where its motion is entirely transverse a particle of
energy mT can be considered to have ”formed” after a time t = ~/mT since its creation in
that frame [18]. This means that knowing the lower limit of 〈mT〉 we can receive the upper
limit of formation time. The actually measured value for

√
sNN = 200 GeV collisions

at RHIC is 〈mT〉 ∼= 0.57 GeV which gives for the formation time τform ∼= 0.35 fm/c.
Inserting this value into (18), along with the highest dET/dη = 600 GeV for 0 − 5 %
central events measured at RHIC, we recieve an estimate for the initial energy density
ǫ = 15 GeV/fm3 [18]. This is well in excess of ∼ 1 GeV/fm3 which is energy density
required, according to lattice QCD predictions, for quarks and gluons to be deconfined
form of the nuclear matter. More precise predictions of formation time can be received
from models of the particle production. The question of what are the initial produced
quanta is discussed in the next section.

Now, we will briefly describe the further evolution of the system [23] schematically
sketched in Fig. 4. After the formation, the initial particles rescatter and achieve a ther-
mal equilibrium at a time τtherm. The presence of the thermal equilibrium is crucial for
understanding the observed phenomena as strong elliptic flow that will be discussed in
Section 2.4. At this stage of the evolution we can talk about quark gluon plasma (QGP),
matter composed of deconfined partons that exhibit strong collective interaction. After
the thermal equilibrium is established particles further evolve and may achieve chemical
equilibrium at time τchem. At the same time or shortly after that, partons freeze-out to
hadrons and form a hadron gas (HG) or more precisely hadron resonance gas (HRG).
During the evolution of the HG particles undergo only quasi-elastic collisions that change
mainly their momenta and do not affect much the particle content of the hadron gas.
In the quasi-elastic collisions particles form short living resonances that typically decay
to particles from which they were created. This means that particle chemical content is
frozen from the τchem. The chemical equilibration is discussed in more details in Section
2.5. Finally, at the time τkin the density of the HG drops under a certain limit, particles
stop rescattering, their kinematics is frozen, and they continue to evolve as free streaming
particles until they reach the detector. The evolution of the system between thermal equi-
librium and kinematic freeze out can be successfully described using the hydrodynamical
model and tools of statistical physics. Basics of both are described in Sections 2.4 and 2.5.
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2.3 Initial Quanta

From experiments at HERA we know that the gluon distribution functions tend to saturate
at low x for transverse momenta Q2 of the order of few GeV and below [42]. For higher
transverse momenta gluon distribution functions grow rapidly with decreasing x. The
DGLAP evolution equation predicts grow that exceeds the unitarity bound. This problem
is referred to as a small-x problem. An alternative to the DGLAP evolution equations
applicable at low x region is provided e.g. by BFKL12 evolution equations that do not
assume the strong ordering in virtuality [43]. The saturation of the gluon distribution
function could be achieved thanks to the competition between gluon splitting and fusion.
In the heavy ion collisions where the size of the system is large the saturation scale
is assumed to be shifted to larger momentum fractions x compared to the deep
inelastic scattering [19]. The saturation scale can be extrapolated from the HERA data and
it is found to be Qs = 1−2 GeV for RHIC energies and Qs = 2−3 GeV for LHC energies.
The theoretical model that describes the system near the saturation is called color glass
condensate (CGC) [19]. The word glass refers to the fact that in the highly contracted
system the gluon fields evolve very slowly comparing to the natural time scales. The word
condensate refers to the fact that due to the saturation the produced multi-particle state
can be viewed as a Bose condensate. CGC relates the multiplicity of observed hadrons in
heavy ion collisions to the gluon structure function measured in e+p collisions. It predicts
following relation [19,24]

dN

dη

∣

∣

∣

∣

η<1

= CNpartxG(x,Q2) ≃ CNpart
N2

c − 1

16π2Nc

1

αs(Q2
s)
πR2Q2

s(x) (19)

where Npart is number of participants, πR2 is nucleon transverse area, and the multiplica-
tive factor C parametrizes the number of outgoing hadrons per initially present gluon.
Factor C and saturation scale Qs are free parameters. Models based on the CGC ini-
tial gluon saturation agree well with essentially all RHIC data on the multiplicity, which
is dominated by low-momentum particles [18, 23]. This is illustrated in the left plot of
Fig. 5 which compares three different models (”HIJING”,”KLN”,”EKRT”) for the parti-
cle multiplicity dependence on the number of participants [18]. HIJING [44] is a pQCD-
based model, KLN [33,45] is a model with CGC initial state gluon saturation, and EKRT
model [46] assumes saturation in the final state. It should be noted that the Npart, which
affects the scale on both axes in left plot of Fig. 5, is not a direct experimental observable
but it has to be computed from the Glauber model as was described in Sec. 2.1. Stronger
evidence of the applicability of the CGC concepts provides the measurement of the RCP

ratio, i.e. binary-scaled central to peripheral hadron yields, that are independent of Npart.
Such measurements for d+Au collisions well agree with the CGC predictions [19]. From
these results it is clear that the heavy ion collision cannot be described as a straight
sum of pQCD processes and that it should be rather viewed as a collision of two sheets
of slowly evolving colored glass. The produced quarks and gluons then materialize at a
time given by the inverse of the saturation momentum, τform = 1/Qs. For the saturation
momentum of 1 − 2 GeV the formation time is ≈ 0.1 − 0.2 fm/c. Saturation of the mo-
menta at the parton level provides also reasonable explanation for the fast thermalization

12Balitsky-Fadin-Kuraev-Lipatov
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Figure 5: Left: The dependence of the particle multiplicity on the number of participants measured by the
PHENIX experiment compared with three different theoretical models [18]. Right: Particle multiplicity as
a function of the distance from the beam rapidity η′ = η−ybeam measured by the PHOBOS experiment [39].

that is needed for the explanation of the observed phenomena such as the strong elliptic
flow discussed in the next section.

In the second half of this section we will briefly sketch the base-line ideas of the
CGC description following Ref. [24] and references therein. The main motivation for the
CGC can be arrived from the observed scaling of the rapidity distribution of produced
hadrons (also referred to as Feynman scaling). If we plot charged particle multiplicities
as a function of the distance from the beam rapidity η − ybeam then these distributions
are to a good approximation independent of energy. This was observed both in p+p, and
heavy ion collisions. An example is shown in the right plot of Fig. 5. If we define Feynman
x variable as x = p+/P+ where p+, resp. P+ is light-cone momentum13 of constituent
parton or hadron respectively, we can write the following relation between the constituent
parton and hadron rapidity

yh − yc = ln(1/x) (20)

This leads to a relation between rapidity distribution and usual gluon distribution function

dNgluon

dy
= x

dNgluon

dx
= xG(x,Q2) (21)

13see Appendix A2
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Fig. 5 suggests that if we go to higher and higher energies, the new physics is associated
with the additional degrees of freedom at small rapidities in the center of mass-frame. If
we assume a straightforward correlation between gluon multiplicity and observed hadron
multiplicity then small rapidities means small x , according to the previous relations.
Therefore particle production at mid-rapidity reflects properties of the small-x degrees of
freedom in the colliding wave function. Large-x degrees of freedom which can be identified
with valence quarks act in fact as sources for small-x degrees of freedom. The
effective theory for small-x component of the hadron wavefunction is based on a classical
Yang-Mills theory with a random color source ρ, described by the equation of motion

(DνF
νµ)a(x) = δµ+ρa(x) (22)

The classical gauge fields Aµ
a represent soft gluons in the hadron wavefunction (x ≪ 1).

The fast degrees of freedom (x→ 1) are effectively frozen over the short lifetime of the soft
gluon because of the time dilatation, and can be described by a time-independent color
source ρa(x). This color source can be treated as a classical random variable, with some
probability density, or weight functionW [ρ], which is a functional of ρ. The weight function
W [ρ] satisfies a renormalization group equation, so called JIMWLK equations [47]. For
low density color sources these equations can be reduced to well known BFKL or DGLAP
evolution equations.

2.4 Elliptic flow and hydrodynamics

One of the most striking phenomena observed at RHIC is the momentum azimuthal
anisotropy of observed particles. This phenomenon is called elliptic flow. Explanation of
the elliptic flow is the following [22,23]: The overlapping area of two colliding nuclei in the
plane transverse to the beam axis for non-central collisions is anisotropic in azimuth (see
Fig. 6). Rescattering processes among the produced particles transfer this initial spa-
tial anisotropy onto the momentum space. The momentum is redirected preferably
into the direction of the strongest density gradient, which is in the ”short” direction of the
overlapping area. This momentum anisotropy manifests itself as an azimuthal anisotropy
of the measured hadron spectra. The size of this effect can be quantified via the second
coefficient (v2) in the Fourier expansion in φ of the transverse momentum spectrum
of measured particles,

dNi

dy pTdpTdφ
=

dNi

dy pTdpT
(1 + 2vi

n(pT, y, b) cos(nφ)) (23)

The v2 coefficient generally depends on the particle species i, transverse momentum pT

and impact parameter b. Anisotropy is larger for more peripheral collisions. For the
central collisions v2 → 0 since the initial overlapping region is isotropic in azimuth14. The
measurement of the momentum distribution allows to fix the geometry of the collision by
estimating the reaction plane commonly referred to as the event plane. More momenta is
measured in the direction of the reaction plane than out of the reaction plane.

14We should note that this is not true for a measurement of one single event where v2 may not be
equal to zero even for the central collision just due to the fluctuations. However, the statement is true for
measurements performed over large statistic samples which is the case of RHIC measurements.
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reaction plane 

Figure 6: The initial overlapping region is isotropic in azimuth for the central collisions (a). For the pe-
ripheral collisions the initial spatial anisotropy is larger (b). Measured anisotropy in transverse momentum
can be used to determine the reaction plane, since more momenta is measured in direction of the reaction
plane than out of the reaction plane. The illustration shows the view in the plane transverse to the beam
axis.

The initial spatial eccentricity

ǫx,y =

〈

y2 − x2
〉

〈y2 + x2〉 (24)

can be received either from the CGC calculations or from the Glauber model. The differ-
ence between these two estimates is around 30 % [48]. The momentum anisotropy can be
expressed using the energy momentum tensor Tµν .

ǫpx,py(τ) =

∫

dxdy(T xx − T yy)
∫

dxdy(T xx + T yy)
(25)

The time evolution of the momentum anisotropy can be computed using models based on
the hydrodynamical description of the collision. A brief introduction to the relativistic
ideal hydrodynamics is given in the second half of this section.

The comparison between the measured and predicted v2 as a function of particle species
and pT is shown in the upper left plot of Fig. 7 [49,50]. One can see that the ideal hydro-
dynamics describes well measured data, both qualitatively (v2 is larger for particles
with smaller rest mass), and quantitatively bellow transverse momenta of pT ≈ 1.5 GeV/c.
It should be noted that more then 99 % of all final hadrons have pT < 1.5 GeV/c which
means that the ideal hydrodynamics predicts well the behavior of the bulk [23]. At large
pT the v2 is overpredicted by the ideal hydrodynamics. The ideal hydrodynamics assumes
a mean free path of particles λ → 0 which is non realistic for larger momenta. A finite
mean free path can be phenomenologically described as a viscosity. Viscos-
ity corrections to the ideal hydrodynamics are larger for particles with larger pT. These
viscosity corrections are currently under the study [51,52].

From the analysis of single particle spectra we know that the spectra scale as a func-
tion of mT [64]. This is true also for p+p collisions [53] and it can be interpreted as a
consequence of statistical feature of hadronization (this topic is discussed in more details
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Figure 7: The v2 coefficient describing the size of elliptic flow for different particle species and different
scalings from [23,54]. Detailed explanation is given in the text.

in the next section). We also know that the collective flow breaks this scaling at low
pT . m0 by an amount which increases with the particle rest mass m0 [23]. This is scaling
of the overall particle multiplicity. Hydrodynamics predicts that the v2 as function of
mT −m0 (which can be interpreted as a transverse kinetic energy ET,kin, see Appendix
A2) should fall into one single curve for all the particle species. This indeed happens for
particles with ET,kin ≤ 1 GeV as one can see in the upper right plot of Fig. 7 [54]. On the
contrary, for particles with larger transverse kinetic energy there is a clear separation
between baryons and mesons. This observation can be explained within the quark
coalescence model. Quark coalescence model postulates that in the regions of interme-
diate pT hadrons are produced not by the fragmentation but by a direct recombination
from quarks. This prediction of the coalescence model well corresponds with the measured
number of valence quarks scaling that is in the lower right plot of Fig. 7. This result can
be interpreted as an indication that the relevant degrees of freedom in the flow-
ing matter are quarks [54]. On the other hand the fact that v2/nq does not exhibit
scaling for pT/nq (as one can see in the lower left plot of Fig. 7) but does exhibit scaling
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for mT −m0 ≈ ET,kin seems to suggest that the v2 had to develop also during the
stage when the hadrons were already formed since it knows about the hadron rest
mass m0. Beside the mT −m0 scaling and number of quarks scaling that needs coales-
cence models to be understood, a clear success of the hydrodynamics is the prediction of
the eccentricity scaling for different centralities and colliding system sizes. The beautiful
eccentricity scaling is discussed e.g. in Ref. [54].

It is worth to say that even simple models can well reproduce the measured total v2
as a function of centrality and pseudorapidity (as an example see the result of our very
simple geometrical toy model15 presented in Fig. 8). The crucial and nontrivial step in
any model is to receive the momentum and particle species dependence of the measured
v2 [56]. In this sense the models based on the hydrodynamics provide the most successful
description of the measured v2. It should be also stressed that the hydrodynamical de-
scription predicts accurately not only the v2 coefficient and its scalings but also particle
pT and pseudorapidity spectra [23]. An alternative to the hydrodynamics is provided by
hadronic cascade models that are based on pQCD. The description of the data using
HCM does not appear to be excluded even if the needed αs = 0.6 is little bit too large [57].
Hadronization via gluon fragmentation and quark recombination seem to be the key for
explaining the measured data within the pQCD based parton cascade models. It is clear
that the systematic study of collective phenomena within different frameworks can pro-
vide better understanding of the deep questions of the hadronization and QCD processes
beyond the standard few order perturbative approach.

In the last part of this section we will turn our attention to basics of the relativistic
ideal hydrodynamics [23, 28, 51] that originated in mid-fifties and that was at that time

15The model evaluates all isotropically distributed in-medium path lengths from homogeneously gener-
ated space points inside of the overlapping volume. The only assumption of the model is that the number
of final particles produced via rescattering depends linearly on the amount of matter that the particle sees
in front of it at the beginning of the collision. This model was created by the author of the work. No
attempts for a detailed comparison with experimental results have been done. Here, it serves just as an
illustration.
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subsequently employed in an effort to explain hadron hadron data [58].
The ideal fluid dynamics is described by a conservation laws for charge current Nµ,

entropy current Sµ (second low of thermodynamics) and energy-momentum tensor Tµν

∂µN
µ = ∂µ(suµ) = 0 (26)

∂µS
µ = ∂µ(nuµ) ≥ 0 (27)

∂µT
µν = 0 (28)

where the uµ is a four-velocity of the fluid element (i.e. the velocity of the fluid in a given
space-time point), s = dS/dV is the entropy density and n = dN/dV is conserved charge
density. An ideal fluid is defined as having at each point a velocity ~v, such that an observer
moving with this velocity sees the fluid around him as being isotropic. This means that
in the reference frame where the fluid element is at rest, the energy momentum tensor is
spherically symmetric [59]. In the laboratory system where the fluid element is moving
with a velocity ~v the general form of the energy momentum tensor can be received by a
Lorentz transformation of the symmetric energy momentum tensor, i.e.

T̃µν =









ǫ 0 0 0
0 p 0 0
0 0 p 0
0 0 0 p









T
αβ=Λα

µΛ
β
ν T̃µν

−−−−→ Tµν = (ǫ+ p)uµuν − pgµν (29)

where ǫ stands for energy density and p for the pressure. Using the first law of thermody-
namics, it is possible to derive that in the absence of the shock discontinuities equations
(26)-(28) also lead to the entropy conservation, i.e. ∂µS

µ = 0. The first law of thermo-
dynamics can be written as Ts = p + ǫ − µn, where n is conserved charge density and
µ is corresponding chemic potential. When performing the contraction of four-velocity
vector with (28) we can receive the equation of motion which describes the change of
the energy density. In Bjorken (t,z) description, the equation of motion for the change of
the energy density can read

∂ǫ

∂τ
+
ǫ+ p

τ
= 0 (30)

The general form of equations of motion is discussed in Appendix A3. The equation (30)
is one equation for two unknown quantities. To solve this equation which means to receive
the time evolution of the energy density and pressure in the local rest frame, we have to
know the equation of state which relates pressure with the energy density (and generally
also with charge densities). The equation of state (EoS) is a constituent equation, i.e.
equation that describes macroscopically the internal interactions (perhaps complicated
and non-linear) within the system. For ultra-relativistic fluid the EoS is p = c2sǫ, where
cs = cs(T ) is temperature dependent coefficient which is called speed of sound in analogy
with classical mechanics where cs = (∂p/∂ǫ)|adiabatic. The speed of sound tells us how
strongly the matter accelerate in reaction to pressure gradients. Using the equation of
state we can solve (30) and receive following relations for the proper-time dependence of
energy density and pressure
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ǫ = ǫ0

(τ0
τ

)1+c2s
, p = c2sǫ0

(τ0
τ

)1+c2s
(31)

If we want to know the time evolution of the temperature we need to model
the fluid. In the most simple model we can assume a relativistic ideal gas of massless
particles. In such a case the EoS is simply p = ǫ/3 (i.e. c2s = 1/3). In this model, gluons,
resp. quarks interact only elastically (chemical potential of gluons µg = 0, µq = µq̄) and
they obey Bose-Einstein, resp. Fermi-Dirac statistics16. Then, essentially by integrating
over all possible momenta of particles, it is possible to derive the relation between pressure
(or energy density) and temperature, which is

p = const · T 4. (32)

Under these assumptions using (31) we can derive a complete time dependence of energy
density, pressure and temperature

ǫ = ǫ0

(τ0
τ

)4/3
, p = ǫ/3, T = T0

(τ0
τ

)1/3
(33)

This means that for the relativistic gas of massless quarks and gluons the energy density
and pressure decrease much more rapidly than the temperature. An old simple procedure
to receive EoS for QCD matter is to match this non-interacting quark-gluon gas with an
additional, adjustable constant B to a relativistic ideal hadron gas (HG). Constant B is
called bag constant and it models confinement as an external pressure that acts against
kinetic energy of free quarks. This constant can be adjusted to obtain for the critical
temperature of the phase transition Tc ≈ Tchem = 170 MeV according to lattice results.
The relation between temperature and pressure is again (32) for HG, the only difference
is that the constant in relation (32) is different due to the different number of degrees of
freedom of HG. The value of speed of sound for HG is c2 ≈ 0.15. This reflects the fact that
the increase of energy density leads also to the excitation of resonances in HG and therefore
it does not translate as efficiently into a change of the pressure as for the gas of free quarks
and gluons. This simple model assumes a first order phase transition between QGP and
HG at Tc which also means a presence of the phase coexistence. Lattice QCD results
contradicts such scenario. Lattice QCD predicts a continuous cross-over between
partonic and hadronic phase without phase coexistence. The realistic models also
have to treat properly the problem of the chemical equilibrium which is discussed in more
details in the next section. More sophisticated models use a Cooper-Frye freeze-out
formula which translates the energy density of a fluid into a corresponding yield of free-
streaming hadrons. Resulting hadron species are again distributed statistically according
to the thermal distribution.

It was shown over the last years that the hydrodynamical models have to take into
account non-ideal fluid corrections which leads to more complex equations of motion
with additional parameters as e.g. viscosity. These parameters should be calculated from
an underlying microscopic theory. While this is complicated in pQCD where different

16This simple model predicts for the quark, resp. gluon density at τ0 around two particles per fm3 which
is in a sharp contrast with successful CGC model.
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approximations have to be considered it is believed that it is possible to use AdS/CFT
correspondence for such calculations [60]. In superstring theory, AdS/CFT correspon-
dence is a correspondence between strongly coupled conformal field theories (CFT) and
weakly coupled (classical) gravitational theories in curved anti-de Sitter spaces (AdS).
This correspondence allows to perform calculations for theories with strong coupling by
solving classical analytic differential equations for strings moving in appropriately curved
space-times. Even if QCD itself is not conformal field theory, such studies established
several ”universal” limits for values of parameters acting in hydrodynamical description
of nearly perfect fluids.

2.5 Chemical equilibrium and kinetic freeze-out

From the phenomenology of p(p̄)+p collisions and e++e− annihilations we know that
non-strange hadron abundances are distributed statistically [53]. This suggests that the
hadronization process fills out all the available phase space uniformly which means that
hadrons are produced according to the maximal entropy principle, with minimal addi-
tional (i.e. dynamical) information17. The only visible dynamics in the final state is the
collective motion of hadrons relative to the observer which reflects the underlying hard
parton kinematics [25, 61]. In elementary collisions, the production of strange hadrons
is suppressed. The suppression is due to the fact that strange quarks are not present in
the initial state and their larger mass makes them harder to create from vacuum as the
produced partons hadronize.

In the most central heavy ion collisions it has been observed that all final state hadrons
(including strange hadrons) can be described as a hadron resonance gas in the chemical
equilibrium. The level of completeness of the chemical equilibration for strange parti-
cles can be quantified using the strangeness saturation factor γs. If the equilibration is
incomplete γs < 1. If it is complete γs = 1. If the strangeness is oversaturated γs > 1. It
was found that for the central heavy ion collisions at RHIC γs = 1 [18, 19, 62]. This may
be understood as a consequence of the approximate chiral symmetry restoration
in the heavy ion collisions. It means that mu = md ≈ ms and strange quarks can be
relatively easily created by secondary collisions among many gluons. Consequently, all
three types of quarks are produced in a state of chemical equilibrium [22]. An alternative
explanation of the observed chemical equilibrium of final state particles could be that the
strangeness is produced in the rescattering processes after the hadronization. This expla-
nation is disfavored since the inelastic cross-sections for multi-strange particle production
are small [18]. Moreover, the rescattering processes would have to be tuned so that it
would produce exactly such amount of strange particles to be described as being in the
chemical equilibrium.

How do we actually deduce that the chemical equilibrium has been reached in the
heavy ion collisions at RHIC and probably also at SPS energies? From the fit of the sta-
tistical model, so called thermal model, to the hadron yields under the assumption that
the system is in the thermal and chemical equilibrium at a chemical freeze-out. The ther-
mal model is based on grand canonical description of hadron abundances. It has
four free parameters: critical temperature T , light quark potential µq = 1/3µB, strange

17At this point, we advise to read the first paragraph of Appendix A4.
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Figure 9: Left: Thermal model fit to the data from PHENIX and STAR [63]. Right: Chemical and
kinetic freeze-out temperature as a function of centrality measured by charged particle multiplicity [64].

quark potential µs, and strangeness saturation factor γs. The resulting fit to the RHIC
data is in the left plot of Fig. 9 [63]. The resulting critical temperature T ≈ 160 MeV
is in a good coincidence with the lattice QCD predictions. This value is similar to the
value obtained in p+p collisions which reflects the fact that there is an universal critical
temperature (and energy density) for the deconfinement. The resulting baryochemic
potential µB ≈ 30 MeV is roughly ten times smaller than values extracted for SPS ener-
gies18.Most importantly, the strangeness suppression factor γs = 1 within the error. It is
visible that thermal model fit describes well particle abundances. However, since the fit
is done under the assumption that the system is in the equilibrium, it implies that the
agreement between model and data is only a necessary condition for the equilibrium [20].
On the other hand, observed saturation of strangeness (γs = 1), and separate measure-
ments as the strong elliptic flow suggesting that the system behaves collectively, support
the correctness of this assumption. The correctness of this assumption is also supported
by the values of the kinetic freeze-out temperature Tkin that are much smaller than Tchem.
The kinetic freeze-out temperature can be received from the hydrodynamics-motivated
analysis of transverse momentum distributions for various hadron species. The right plot
of Fig. 9 compares kinetic freeze-out temperature and chemical freeze-out temperature
as a function of centrality extracted from the data [64]. It is remarkable that Tchem is
universal and does not depend on centrality. Between chemical decoupling at Tchem and
kinetic decoupling at Tkin, hadrons rescatter quasi-elastically through a rich spectrum of
hadronic scattering resonances with large cross-sections. Since the resonances typically
decay into the same particles from which they were created (up to a quark exchange), this
does not affect the chemical composition. It only changes momentum of hadrons. This

18The baryochemic potential quantifies the amount by which the energy of the system would change if
we introduced an additional baryon. Non-zero chemical potential means that there is a transport of the
baryon number.
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allows us to observe final state particles being in the chemical equilibrium [23].

2.6 Jet quenching phenomenon

In deep inelastic scattering of leptons on nucleus, µ+A, it was found that the cross-section
is proportional to the number of constituents, i.e. to the A1.00. This means that for the
weakly interacting probe the structure function of nucleus is simply A times the structure
function of nucleon. This is not the case for p+A and A+B collisions. To quantify
the difference between p+p, p+A, and A+B collisions it is convenient to use a quantity
called nuclear modification factor, RAB. Nuclear modification factor is defined as a
ratio of invariant yield in A+B collisions to that of p+p, scaled by the number of binary
collisions [66, 67]

RAB(pT) =
1

Nevnt

d2NA+B

dηdpT

〈Ncoll〉
σinel

p+p

d2σp+p

dηdpT

(34)

where 〈Ncoll〉 is the average number of binary nucleon-nucleon inelastic collisions per event
computed from the Glauber model, and σinel

p+p is the inelastic proton-proton cross-section.
The nuclear modification factor RAB is constructed so that RAB = 1 in the absence of
nuclear modifications to the hard scattering.

The upper left plot of Fig. 10 shows in red circles and green triangles RdA(pT) for
d+Au collisions measured by the STAR experiment [74]. Generally, two main effects can
contribute to the difference between measured d+Au and p+p yields, it is Cronin
effect and shadowing. Cronin effect is an observation that RpA or RdA at moderate
pT & 2 GeV/c exceeds unity [68]. This enhancement of yields can be understood as a
consequence of multiple scattering of incoming partons/hadrons while passing through
the target nucleus prior to the hard scattering that produces a high-pT parton which then
fragments into the observed hadrons. Cronin effect can be explained within hadronic mod-
els, or soft or hard partonic models. In hadronic models, soft proton-nucleon interactions
are assumed to excite proton’s wave-function, so that constituent partons have a broader
intrinsic momentum. In soft partonic models, parton rescatterings are computed in terms
of the propagation of a qq̄ pair through the target nucleon. In hard partonic models,
a generalized pQCD factorization is assumed and Cronin effect is computed in terms of
S-matrices for parton-parton elastic-scattering [69]. The second effect, shadowing, is an
observation that RpA or RdA at low pT . 1−2 GeV/c is lesser than one [70]. This suppres-
sion is ascribed to the fact that the nucleons on the surface of the nucleus ”shadow” (in an
optical analogy) the inner nucleons which are thus not exposed to the full hadron beam
intensity. This means that the effective number of nucleons participating in the inelastic
interactions is reduced to the number of surface nucleons, i.e. ∼ A2/3 [71]. Microscopically,
shadowing can be qualitatively understood as a consequence of high density of gluons in
the wave function of colliding nuclei [72]. Both of these effects are initial state effects
which means that to account for them one needs to modify a description of processes
happening before a hard scattering compared to the description in p+p collisions. Most
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Figure 10: Upper left: RAB as a function of pT for central Au+Au collisions (blue stars) and d+Au
collisions (red circles and green triangles), measured by STAR experiment [74]. Upper right: RCP as a
function of pT for Au+Au collisions measured by PHENIX experiment [18]. Lower left: Dihadron azimuthal
correlations in p+p, d+Au and Au+Au collisions (background subtracted) [19]. Lower right: Dihadron
azimuthal correlations for different orientations of the trigger hadron relative to the Au+Au reaction plane
orientation [19].

commonly, this is done within a factorized QCD cross-section (8) by modifying the nuclear
structure functions.

In the upper left plot of Fig. 10 one can also compare RdA(pT) in d+Au collisions with
RAA(pT) in Au+Au central collisions shown in blue stars. At large pT, hadrons pro-
duced in central Au+Au collisions are suppressed by a factor of ∼ 5 compared
to the binary scaling expectation. This suppression extends up to pT ∼ 10 GeV/c.
At such high transverse momenta the suppression cannot be explained as an initial state
effect and has to be due to the final state interaction of hard scattered partons or
their fragmentation products [19]. In A+A collisions, beside the RAA, it is also useful to
evaluate the central to peripheral ratio, RCP , which is defined as [18]

RCP (pT) =
Nperipheral

coll

N central
coll

d2N central
A+A

dηdpT

d2Nperipheral
A+A

dηdpT

(35)

Similarly to RAB, if the yield of the hard process scales with the number of binary
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collisions then RCP = 1. The RCP for Au+Au collisions measured by PHENIX experiment
is shown in the upper right plot of Fig. 10 [18]. One can see a similar factor of suppression
as for RAA. This is in a correspondence with the fact that RAA approaches one (within
20 % uncertainity) for large pT in peripheral collisions. Despite to this fact, one might
admit that the Glauber model that is used to compute 〈Ncoll〉 could bias the analysis of
central collisions. However, it has been shown that the yield of direct photons (that do
not interact strongly) is consistent with the nuclear overlap function scaling of a pQCD-
calculated p+p direct-photon spectrum (〈Ncoll〉 /σinel

p+p ∼ 〈TAB〉). At pγ
T > 5 GeV/c the

Rγ
AA is consistent with one even in the most central collisions [75]. This can

make us confident that the Glauber model assumption does not influence the measured
suppression of hadron yields and that the hadron suppression is a final state effect.

Moreover, Glauber model independent measurements have also been performed. One
of such measurements is the measurement of dihadron azimuthal correlations. Since it is
difficult to measure jets at RHIC experiments, dihadron correlations serve as a proxy for
a full jet reconstruction. The lower left plot of Fig. 10 shows the azimuthal correlation
of hadrons with pT > 2 GeV/c relative to a trigger hadron with ptrig

T > 4 GeV/c [74]. A
hadron pair drawn from a single jet will generate an enhanced correlation at ∆φ ≃ 0,
as observed for p+p, d+Au and Au+Au collisions. A back-to-back hadron pair drawn
from a dijet will also generate an enhanced correlation at ∆φ ≃ π, which is observed for
p+p and d+Au collisions. For central Au+Au collisions such a correlation is completely
absent. This is a unique, model independent measurement suggesting again that the
suppression is due to the final state interaction. This conclusion can be also supported by
the fact that measured spectra at high pT in Au+Au collisions obey a power-law behavior
characteristic for pQCD processes [19]. The lower right plot of Fig. 10 shows dihadron
azimuthal correlation for different orientations of the trigger hadron with respect to the
Au+Au reaction plane. One can see that the correlation is more suppressed for out-
of-plane orientation than for in-plane orientation. This is consistent with the partonic
energy loss models predicting that the size of the energy loss depends on the length that
parton travels in the medium. The size of the measured suppression cannot be explained
by a suppression at the hadronic level [19]. Furthermore, the statement that energy loss is
partonic and not hadronic is supported by a fact that the width of the correlation signal
at ∆φ ≃ 0 is similar for Au+Au and p+p collisions. Hence, it is difficult to imagine that
final-state inelastic scatterings of hadrons could produce the observed disappearance of
the signal at ∆φ ≃ π without noticeable modification of spectra at ∆φ ≃ 0 [18]19.

Further detailed measurements of two particle correlations revealed two interesting
phenomena that are illustrated in Fig. 11. These are: long range pseudorapidity
correlations of moderate-pT hadrons with a high pT-trigger hadron [77,78], and a cone
like structure near the ”away side” suppressed jet [79, 80]. Both of these phenomena
indicate an interesting and non-trivial character of partonic interactions that is far from
following directly from pQCD.

Over the last year first attempts to perform full jet reconstruction at RHIC ap-

19The statement is also often supported by a simple calculation of the formation time of a hadron [76]:
The formation time in the hadron rest frame can be related to the size of the hadron, τformc ≃ Rhadr ≃
0.5−1.0 fm. In the laboratory frame the formation time is tform = γτform. For a 10 GeV pion the formation
time is τformc ≃ 35 − 70 fm.
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peared. Basically two methods have been explored so far. First method is based on
the application of the anti-kT algorithm implemented in the FastJet package [104], see
Ref. [81]. The FastJet package provides the estimate of the background energy that can
be subsequently subtracted. The second method is based on a sliding window algorithm
with a gaussian weighting of particles’ pT that can be used to filter out jets from correlated
background fluctuations. The assumption is that the shape of real jets is very different
from the angular energy distribution of background fluctuations [82]20. These first results
seem to be promising.

In previous paragraphs we have summarized the recent status of experimental evidence
of the jet quenching with a conclusion that the observed energy loss is partonic. In the
second half of this section we will briefly discuss the basics of the parton energy loss
description. The idea of the energy loss of jets propagating through the dense partonic
medium was proposed by Bjorken in 1982 [84]. Bjorken’s arguments were based on elastic
scattering of high momentum partons from quanta in the medium which results in an
ionization-like energy loss. Since then, it has been found that even if the collisional energy
loss might contribute, particularly for heavy quarks [85,86], the main source of the parton
energy loss is the gluon radiation. Gluon radiation is similar to the bremstraglung process
in QED. Hard scattered parton on its path through the medium can scatter off and radiate
gluons that may subsequently interact with the medium. To characterize the process one
needs to introduce following scales (see Fig. 12) [26]:

• forward energy of the jet, E

• virtuality of the initial parton, Q2

• momentum scale of the medium, µ

• spatial extent of the medium (thickness), L

To further characterize the interaction it is useful to introduce mean free path λ,
opacity n̄ and transport coefficient q̂. The mean free path is given by a standard
relation λ = 1/(σρ), where σ is an elastic cross-section and ρ is the density of a medium.

20A similar but less advanced technique has also been studied previously, see Ref. [83].
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Opacity or geometrical thickness of the medium, n̄ = L/λ is a number of scatterings
experienced by the particle in the medium of thickness L. Transport coefficient is the
average transverse momentum squared transferred to the traversing particle per unit path
length, q̂ = µ2/λ.

To estimate the energy loss four classes of models (identified usually with names of
their authors21) have developed. The main features of these models are summarized, in a
high level of simplification, in the following table.

Name Description Parameters Assumptions

BDMPS/ASW
The opacity expansion heavy scattering centers
in the limit of multiple q̂ E ≫ Q ∼ µ

soft scatterings n̄≫ 1, λ ∼ small

GLV
The opacity expansion heavy scattering centers

in the limit of few dN/dη E ≫ Q ∼ µ
hard scatterings n̄ & 1, λ ∼ 1/µ

AMY
Finite temperature αs equilibrated medium

field theory T E ≫ µ≫ Q = 0
approach E & T , µ ∼ αsT

HT Higher twist
correlation E ≫ Q≫ µ
constant C λ∗ ≪ L

∗λ is color correlation length

The four models differ in relations between the scales and in assumptions on the
structure of the medium. All schemes are based on the pQCD factorized approach and

21BDMPS: Baier, Dokshitzer, Mueller, Piegné, Schiff [87]; ASW: Armesto, Salgado, Wiedemann [88];
GLV: Gyulassy, Lévai, Vitev [89], HT (Higher Twist): Luo, Qiu, Sterman [90,91]; AMY: Arnold, Moore,
Yaffe [92].
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the effect of the energy loss is concentrated in the calculation of modification to the
fragmentation function. The final hadronization is always assumed to take place in the
vacuum. BDMPS/ASW and GLV compute modification of the fragmentation function via
the parton radiated gluon spectrum. HT and AMY compute directly the medium-modified
fragmentation functions. HT computes medium-modified fragmentation function via the
modified splitting functions. Therefore, HT is formally similar to DGLAP formalism.
HT assumes finite number of scatterings and large initial parton virtuality. In the AMY
scheme the medium modified fragmentation function is modeled by a convolution of the
vacuum fragmentation function with hard parton distributions. The evolution of the hard
parton distributions is described by an equation that formally resembles Fokker-Plank
equation22. AMY assumes infinite number of scatterings in the equilibrated medium
and on-shell initial partons. Therefore HT and AMY are very different models, whereas
BDMPS/ASW and GLV are similar. Even if all the models have different parameters
that control the energy loss, they can be directly compared in terms of the transport
coefficient q̂ that can be extracted from the models’ fits to the RHIC RAA data. Although
very different, HT and AMY give similar values of q̂ ∼ 2 GeV2/fm. On the contrary,
similar BDMPS/ASW and GLV give very different q̂ ∼ 1 − 10 GeV2/fm. It is worth
to note that GLV and AMY are consistent with parton densities expected by saturation
models. The differences among models do not come only from the scale ordering and
assumption on the structure and geometry of the medium but they can also come from the
fact that different models use different nuclear parton distribution functions and different
parametrizations of Cronin effect and shadowing when fitting the parameters on measured
RAA [93]. Thus, to be able to understand the nature of the energy loss it is needed to
perform differential measurements − optimally, to measure the substructure of jets
that should be very sensitive to particular realization of the parton energy loss. Moreover,
it is crucial to carefully study the differences among models using the same well defined
initial conditions. To achieve this goal a TECHQM collaboration has been established
[94].

2.7 Hadronization

In the previous section we have discussed different theoretical descriptions that might ex-
plain the observed suppression in RAA and dihadron azimuthal correlations. The dominant
modification mechanism is the energy loss of the propagating parton in the surrounding
medium which leads in a modification of the fragmentation function Di→h(z) by rescaling
of the variable z. This should affect all the produced hadrons in the same way. How-
ever, one of the important observation at RHIC is that (anti)protons are anomalously
enhanced relative to pions at the moderate pT ≃ 2 − 4 GeV/c. This (anti)proton to
pion enhancement is in a sharp contrast with the experimental observation that in e++e−

annihilations and p+p collisions pions are much more abundant than protons in the range
where pQCD is applicable. The excess of pions over protons holds even down to very low
pT, smaller then 1 GeV/c [95]. The opposite effect of the enhancement observed in heavy
ion collisions cannot be explained as a consequence of the radial flow which would affect

22Fokker-Plank equation describes the time evolution of probability distribution function describing a
position of a particle in stochastic processes, e.g. diffusion or Brownian motion.
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Figure 13: Left: RCP for neutral pions and protons as a function of pT and the prediction from the sum
of recombination and fragmentation [95]. Right: Elliptic flow parameter v2 as a function of transverse
momentum pT for kaons and lambda baryons and the prediction from the sum of recombination and
fragmentation [97].

more heavier than lighter particles and which, at a fixed velocity, boosts (anti)protons
to larger momenta than pions. The reason for this is an observation that the RCP for
φ mesons is similar to that of pions despite to the fact that they are more massive than
protons [18]. However, this enhancement can be reproduced within the quark recom-
bination models. If the phase space is filled with partons, a single parton description
provided by the standard fragmentation function might not be valid. Instead, one would
have to introduce ”multiple parton” (higher twist) fragmentation function. In the most
extreme case, if partons are abundant in phase space, they might simply recom-
bine into hadrons [95]. In the recombination picture, three quarks or a quark/antiquark
pair in a densely populated phase space can form a baryon or meson, respectively. The
probability for the emission of a meson (baryon) is proportional to the single parton dis-
tribution squared (cubed). The parton momenta sum up to the hadron momentum. The
recombination model assumes that the effective quarks behave like constituent quarks
and that there are no dynamical gluons [96]. This assumption is a source of discussions,
since it is not clear what is the source of the mass of effective quarks. At very low pT

where it could be reasonable to expect that recombination mechanism dominates over the
fragmentation, it has serious problems with the energy and entropy conservation [95, 96].
Despite these problems recombination is very successful in the qualitative description of
(anti)baryon to pion ratios anomaly observed at RHIC. In the left plot of Fig. 13 we show
RCP for neutral pions and (anti)protons and the recombination model prediction. Since
the recombination is more effective for protons than for pions it well describes the mea-
sured excess of proton RCP at pT ≃ 2−4 GeV/c. The RCP for kaons and lambda baryons
is also well described [95].

Quark recombination can also explain measured pT dependence of v2 in the
range where hydrodynamics fails as well as v2/nq scaling discussed in Sec. 2.4
[95,97]. To illustrate this, in the right plot of Fig. 13, we show the pT dependence of v2 for
neutral kaons and lambdas. The competition between recombination and fragmentation
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can well describe measured differences between mesons and baryons [97]. As proposed a
long time ago, the recombination can also explain the leading particle effect measured in
the forward region of p+p collisions [99]. Leading particle effect means that the fastest
moving particles in the forward region have a tendency to be more similar to the beam
particles. More recently, quark recombination successfully described the forward charm
hadron production at fixed target π−A experiment at Fermilab [98]. In the case of leading
particle effect the recombination is favored over fragmentation only in the very forward
direction which is only a small fraction of the phase space.

Even if one can have doubts when facing the problems of basic assumption of the
recombination, the comparison with experimental data suggests that the recombination
concept goes in the right direction to describe the hadronization in the region where the
application of the standard fragmentation does not work.

In previous seven sections we tried to provide a basic introduction to the key issues of
the heavy ion collision physics. It should be convincing that heavy ion physics can shed
a new light to basic questions of collective behavior of strongly interacting matter, to the
question of QCD energy loss, and hopefully also to our understanding of the hadronization.
The presented text is not an attempt for a review so we did not include e.g. the important
analysis of particle correlations and fluctuations, and more detailed description of features
of QCD phase transition.
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3 The ATLAS experiment

In the previous chapter we put forward an introduction to the physics of relativistic heavy
ion collisions. The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) will provide unprecedented conditions
for investigating relativistic heavy ions collisions. Energy densities in midrapidity between
15 and 60 GeV/fm3 might be achieved over a volume of a few 105 fm3 [100]. In an absence
of nuclear modifications, one expects 3 × 10−3 jets with ET > 100 GeV per event [101].
The particle production at the LHC will probe the initial partonic state in a domain of
very small Bjorken-x values of ∼ 10−2−10−5 [100]. These appealing facts are consequence
of the expectation that lead-lead collisions at LHC will reach

√
s = 5.5 TeV per colliding

nucleon pair with a default luminosity of 1027 cm2s−1. In the following table differences
between main RHIC and LHC parameters are summarized [4].

RHIC LHC
p+p Au+Au p+p Pb+Pb

Top Energy (TeV/nucleon) 0.1 0.1 7 2.76
Luminosity, average (cm2s−1) 0.6 × 1031 0.4 × 1027 1 × 1034 0.5 × 1027

The dedicated heavy ion experiment on LHC is ALICE [102]. The strength of the AL-
ICE detector is an excellent particle identification (PID) over a broad range in momentum
which should allow for detailed study of hadrons, electrons, muons, and photons produced
in the collision of heavy nuclei [102].

The ATLAS detector is designed primarily to study proton-proton collisions with the
center of mass energy of 14 TeV and full LHC luminosity of 1034 cm2s−1. To the main
research aims belong Higgs boson search, study of CP violation, search for SUSY (super-
symmetric partners to Standard Model particles), and other possible scenarios beyond the
Standard Model. In the next chapters we will show that the ATLAS detector will provide
also an important contribution to the heavy ion physics, particularly in the field of jets.
Now, let us briefly describe the ATLAS detector. The comprehensive description can be
found in Ref. [10]. The ATLAS detector consists of three main parts:

• Inner detector. The Inner Detector (ID) measures curved tracks of particles in
the magnetic field (B ∼= 2 T). It extends over a length of 5.3 m with a diameter
of 2.5 m. The ID is composed of finely segmented Silicon Pixel Detector, Semicon-
ductor Tracker (SCT), and Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT). The pseudorapidity
coverage of the whole ID is |η| ≤ 2.5. The spatial resolution for pixels is Rφ = 10 µm,
z(R) = 115 µm, for SCTs Rφ = 17 µm, z(R) = 580 µm, and for TRTs it is 130 µm
per straw. Minimum pT threshold for a charged track is 0.5 GeV with the default
luminosity. Plan view of a quarter-section of the ATLAS inner detector is in Fig. 14.

• Calorimeter system. The calorimeter system is divided into the electromagnetic
section and the hadronic section and it covers the pseudorapidity range of |η| ≤ 4.9.
The electromagnetic calorimeter (EM) uses liquid argon as a detection medium and
it covers the pseudorapidity of |η| ≤ 3.2. It consists of barrel presampler, barrel EM
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Figure 14: Plan view of a quarter-section of the ATLAS inner detector [10].

calorimeter, and two end-cap EM calorimeters. The overall energy resolution23 of the
EM calorimeter system determined by test beam measurements is 10%/

√
E⊗ 0.2%,

the pointing resolution is (60 mrad)/E1/2. The hadronic calorimeter consists of
Tile calorimeter (Tilecal), two Hadronic End-cap Calorimeters (HEC), and Forward
Calorimeters (FCal). Tilecal is composed of iron plates as absorbers and scintillating
tiles as the active material. HEC shares the LAr cryostat with EM end-cap. FCal
is implemented as a drift liquid argon calorimeter. The energy resolution for the
hadronic calorimeters is approximately 70%/

√
E ⊗ 6% for pions and 21%/

√
E for

electrons. The total thickness of the EM calorimeter is > 22 radiation lengths (X0) in
the barrel and > 24 X0 in the end-caps. The total thickness of the calorimeter is 11
interaction lengths (λ) at midrapidity. Basic components of the ATLAS calorimeter
system are depicted in Fig. 15. Main parameters of the calorimeter system are
summarized in Appendix C.

• Muon detector system. The magnetic deflection of muon tracks is provided by
the large superconducting air-core toroid magnets. The muon spectrometer consists
of Monitored Drift tubes (MDT) and Cathode Strip Chambers (CSC) in the forward
region of the calorimeter. MDT and CSC will be used for the precision tracking. The
muon trigger system consists of Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC) used in the barrel
region and Thin Gap Chambers (TGC) used in forward region. RPC and TGC will

23the energy in units of GeV
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Figure 15: The ATLAS calorimeter system [11].

be also used to provide coordinate in the direction orthogonal to that determined
by the precision-tracking chambers. The stand-alone muon momentum resolution is
approximately 4% for muons with pT in the range from 10 GeV to 100 GeV.

Particular strength of the ATLAS detector is its calorimeter system which is unique
in the coverage, granularity and energy resolution. These are crucial features needed
for a successful jet reconstruction. Very fine segmentation of the first layer of the elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter provides an opportunity to measure the gamma-jet correlations.
Segmentation of subsequent layers is fine enough to perform detailed jet shape measure-
ment. These topics are discussed in details in Chapter 6. The heavy ion program of the
ATLAS detector will be competitive also in other important measurements such as quarko-
nia, elliptic flow, Z0 decay, and φ-meson measurements. For a comprehensive overview of
ATLAS capabilities in heavy ion collisions we refer reader to Ref. [103]. In the following
chapter we describe the basic strategy for the jet reconstruction in heavy ion collisions
implemented in the official ATLAS reconstruction software.
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4 Jet reconstruction software for heavy ion collisions

Standard jet reconstruction algorithms developed for p+p collisions have to be modified
to deal with the large uncorrelated background present in high-multiplicity heavy ion col-
lisions. Two independent jet reconstruction strategies have been implemented into the
reconstruction framework of the ATLAS detector: first one is based on a seeded cone
algorithm and the other one is based on a fast kT algorithm [104]. These algorithms
differ significantly in the way they find jets and in the way they are adapted to the
uncorrelated background. Both of these algorithms are default ATLAS reconstruction
algorithms [10, 11]. The cone reconstruction strategy first determines and subtracts the
background and then runs the cone jet algorithm used in p+p collisions. The kT recon-
struction strategy first runs the kT algorithm without any subtraction and then separates
jets from the background. The separation is based on the well pronounced difference in
the jet energy distribution of the soft background jets and real jets from hard scatter-
ing. The soft background jets are then used to determine and subtract the contribution
of the background to the real jets. In this chapter we will primarily concentrate on the
cone reconstruction strategy that the author of the work created together with colleagues
from Columbia University. We will describe in details all the algorithms needed for the
cone jet reconstruction. The description of all heavy ion algorithms related to the jet
reconstruction is summarized in the ATLAS internal note, Ref. [105].

4.1 ATLAS reconstruction software

ATLAS reconstruction environment is called ATHENA. ATHENA is built on the GAUDI
architecture that takes care of all the underlying technicalities as interaction among differ-
ent interfaces and protocols. ATHENA consists of many packages that provide: 1) simula-
tion of the detector response, 2) trigger, 3) reconstruction, and 4) physics analysis. Differ-
ent versions of ATHENA can be found in /afs/cern.ch/atlas/software/dist/x.x.x.
External programs (particle generators, Geant4, Cernlib, Boost package, ...) can be found
in /afs/cern.ch/atlas/offline/external. Packages are managed using configuration
management tool (CMT) which provides simple navigation among different versions of
packages and their configuration. ATHENA algorithms are written in C++, their param-
eters are set by Python scripts known as JobOptions. This feature allows for a run-time
configuration. Each ATHENA package has the following structure:

• src - Contains *.cxx source files of algorithms and tools.

• src/components - Contains two files Package_entries.cxx and Package_load.cxx.
These files guarantee that all the algorithms and tools will be found in the right place
during the run time. They contain just a list of tools and algorithms that are used in
the package.

• Package - Directory with the name of the package, contains header files of all algorithms
and tools.

• share - Contains jobOptions, i.e. python scripts that set the parameters of algorithms.

• python - Contains python file with flags that define python classes with job properties
and their default settings. Other files with python classes use flags and define general
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run sequence of algorithms. A concrete run sequence with concrete parameters (e.g.
names of the data collections) are typically set in share.

• cmt/requirements - Configures the packages with respect to other packages.

• doc - Documentation of the package - often obsolete. Nowadays, it is required that
all the algorithms are documented in header files. The full documentation is then
automatically created using Doxygen24.

Each package can use globally available services. Services are software components
providing specific framework capabilities, the most often used services are: tool service
(ToolSvc), store-gate service (StoreGateSvc), detector store service (DetectorStore),
message service (MsgSvc), and histogram service (THistSvc). Each algorithm may delegate
the data processing to a set of tools (AlgTools). This is convenient because it allows
easily plug in the tool that is the most convenient for a given purpose without changing
the unified structure of the algorithm. Each algorithm is a class which inherits from
Algorithm class and must contain initialize, execute, and finalize method. The
constructor of each algorithm contains definitions of names of parameters that can be set
in the job option files. In the initialize method, all the services and AlgTools should
be initialized. The execute method is then run event by event. Algorithms can be run in
sequences which are defined in job option files. If one sequence fails it should not affect
running of the other sequence. Algorithms work with data objects that are managed by a
transient store known as store-gate (StoreGate). Store-gate interacts with the event store
(EventStore) to read/write data objects from/to disks. The data objects that can be
written to the store-gate are well defined collections or containers (e.g. JetCollection,
CaloTowerContainer). Members of the container or collection (e.g. Jet, CaloTower) can
be retrieved by iterations since data objects are derived from C++ Standard Template
Library (STL). Many of the objects stored in containers are derived from a base class
INavigable4Momentum. The word navigable means that the instance of a given class can
remember its constituents. Thus, one can retrieve (”back-navigate”) constituents without
a need to explicitly know their original container. An example of this is a class Jet, where
one can back-navigate to calorimeter towers or particles.

A practical introduction to the ATHENA software and related topics is given in the
ATLAS Computing Workbook, Ref. [106].

4.2 HIJetRec package

Jet reconstruction algorithms for the heavy ion environment are implemented as an inde-
pendent reconstruction package within the official ATLAS reconstruction software (Recon-
struction/HeavyIonRec/HIJetRec). The package is a minimally invasive package to the
standard ATHENA reconstruction algorithm outlined with RecExCommon_topOptions.py.
For a better orientation, let us first summarize the standard p+p jet reconstruction to-
gether with main tools. The flow chart for the main strategy of the p+p cone jet recon-
struction would read as follows:

• Create calorimeter cells.

24http://atlas-computing.web.cern.ch/atlas-computing/links/nightlyDocDirectory/globalDoxy

Search.php
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• Build towers from the cells (tower is a projection of all cells within an area of 0.1× 0.1
in η × φ space)25 (Calorimeter/CaloUtils/CaloTowerBuilderTool).

• Suppress the noise in towers and create a list of protojets (Jet/JetRecTools/JetTower-
NoiseTool). Protojet is a massless, positive energy four momentum. It is back-
navigable and it can be created also from particles.

• Loop over the collection of protojets and find jets (Jet/JetRec/JetConeFinderTool).

• Split and merge jets (Jet/JetRec/JetSplitMergeTool).

• Calibrate jets: perform e/h calibration, correction on dead material and jet energy scale
correction (Jet/JetRec/JetCellCalibratorTool and Calorimeter/CaloUtils/H1-
WeightTool*Cone*Tower).

The calorimeter system of the ATLAS detector is divided into 24 layer patterns. In
each layer, there is a different number of cells. Cells are basic objects for the reconstruction
of the energy deposited in the calorimeter. Cells are reconstructed to towers, 0.1× 0.1 (in
η×φ) objects with projective geometry. Towers during the jet reconstruction pass through
the tower noise tool, that converts towers to protojets − massless, positive energy four
momenta. If a tower has negative energy then the nearest positive energy towers are added
to its four-momentum to form protojet with positive energy. At the level of Monte-Carlo
truth, protojets are defined as a four-vector of stable particles. Protojets access to any jet
finding algorithm. Seeded cone jet finder first loops through the collection of protojets to
find protojets above a threshold. These protojets are then considered as seeds. Then for
each seed a jet is computed. This is done iteratively by adding up all the protojets that are
within the opening angle of ∆R from the seed protojet. Protojets are recombined using
the ET recombination scheme that was described in the first chapter, see Eqns. (13). The
adverb iteratively means that when the jet is computed its axis is taken as a new direction
for the next step of computing a jet. These iterations are performed until a stable position
of a jet is found. If a stable position is not found then the jet is discarded. The default
criterion for stability is less than 9 iterations or the distance between jet defined in current
iteration and previous iteration is smaller than 0.05.

This structure has to be changed for the heavy ion jet reconstruction. The main aim
being to have a flexible framework for any number of background subtraction schemes,
calibration schemes and elliptic flow handling. It should be possible to combine the tools
and to use them within both the iterative seeded cone jet reconstruction and kT jet re-
construction. The resulting simplified flow chart for the main heavy ion jet reconstruction
strategy can read as follows:

• Create calorimeter cells. Clone the existing cells for the background subtraction.

• Calibrate cells: perform e/h calibration.

• Build the original towers.

• Find potential jet seeds to exclude jet regions from the background determination.

• Perform the background subtraction on the cloned cells.

• Create towers from the cloned cells.

25Alternatively, it is possible to work with clusters instead of towers. Cluster is more general projection
of cells. It does not have a limit on the size, clusters are generally bigger than towers.
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• Create protojets from towers.

• Loop over the collection of protojets and find jets.

• Split and merge jets.

• Calibrate jets: apply correction on dead material and jet energy scale.

In the next subsections we will explain in details the structure and all the possibilities
provided by the cone reconstruction in the HIJetRec package.

4.2.1 Seed finding

The goal of the HIJetRec package is to effectively subtract the background energy of the
underlying event and to reconstruct jets. First, the background energy has to be estimated.
In order not to bias the estimation of the background energy we have to exclude the regions
where jets could possibly reside. This is a task for the seed finding.

The JetSeedAlgorithm is defined as a GAUDI Algorithm and defines an initialize,
an execute, and a finalize method. The purpose of this algorithm is to simply loop
over the different types of seed finding methods that are specified by the job option
file. The names of these methods are defined in a special vector m_JetSeedTools of
ToolHandleArray. The initialize method finds these tools in the tool service (ToolSvc)
and retrieve them. The execute method then loops over this vector of m_JetSeedTools
objects and executes their execute method. After the execution of each loop the resulting
seed containers are stored into StoreGate under a unique key. By this way many different
types of seed finding can be implemented and then run simultaneously from one single job
option file.

The HIJetRec package defines an interface that all seed finding methods must inherit
from. This base class is called JetSeedToolBase. The execute method of this base class
is purely virtual and must be overloaded in the daughter class. The JetSeedToolBase

method is called by the JetSeedAlgorithm in its loop over the different seed finding meth-
ods. Although the input data collection is not strictly defined by the JetSeedToolBase

it is exclusively a container of calorimeter towers (CaloTowerContainer) that is used in
all seed finding tools in HIJetRec. Finally, the base class JetSeedToolBase defines the
output container of the seeds as an argument of the execute method. Resulting jet seeds
are stored in StoreGate as a JetCollection. This is convenient for the following reasons:
the JetCollection is a DataVector which can vary in size and naturally holds 4-vectors.
It allows to use any tools that operates over JetCollection. It is convenient for the anal-
ysis, where one can easily compare the difference between seeds and the fully reconstructed
jets. The name of the output container can be changed by setting m_seedContainerName

in job option file for the JetSeedAlgorithm.

JetSeedFixedThreshold

JetSeedFixedThreshold is a JetSeedToolBase implementation which creates seeds from
calorimeter towers above a fixed ET threshold. It is a simple algorithm that does not
include any dependence on the event centrality. Before running any seed finding algorithm
and before tower building, cells can be calibrated for the e/h ratio. Although it does not
make a big difference for the seed finding, it is important for the background subtraction
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as will be discussed later. It is natural to place the calibration before the seed finding
and before any tower building process. During the seed finding towers are de-weighted
for the elliptic flow. This is provided by WeightFromFlow*.cxx tools. Similarly to this,
one could possibly include a pseudorapidity de-weighting of towers and therefore provide
a pseudorapidity dependent seed finding threshold.

JetSeedSlidingWindow

JetSeedSlidingWindow is more sophisticated seed finding algorithm. It also inherits from
the JetSeedToolBase and finds seeds using calorimeter towers. JetSeedSlidingWindow

sums ET of towers in a fixed window around each tower. The original tower energy is then
substituted by this sum. New towers with n-times RMS above the mean of the distribution
of new tower ET are considered as seeds. Both the size of the window and the number of
RMS are properties of the tool and can be set accordingly.

JetSeedMergeTool

Since any seed finding algorithm may deliver a list of seeds where some seeds are within
a small radius from each other, we have developed JetSeedMergeTool. This tool sums
nearby seeds into a single seed by summing their four-momenta. This tool is a close
analogy of JetRec/JetSplitMergeTool. The merging is necessary particularly for the
JetSeedSlidingWindow tool which generally produces multiple seeds per jet. Since the
background subtraction methods exclude any cell or tower within some radius from any
seed, too many cells or towers can unnecessarily be removed from the underlying event
determination without such merging.

JetSeedCopyTool

The JetSeedCopyTool copies a jet seed collection to a new jet seed collection.

4.2.2 Cell level background subtraction

After the regions of jet candidates are identified, the background determination and sub-
traction can be performed. Five different methods for the background subtraction have
been developed. Three of them subtract the background at the level of cells, two of them
at the level of towers. In this subsection we will describe the layout for the cell based
background subtraction.

The main algorithm for the cell based background subtraction is CellBkgrSubtr algo-
rithm. The layout of the CellBkgrSubtr algorithm is similar to that of JetSeedAlgorithm.
This algorithm loops over a set of AlgTools that inherit from CellBkgrSubtrToolBase

and stores the resulting output to StoreGate. The initialize method of CellBkgrSubtr
algorithm finds these tools stored in m_cellBkgrSubtrTools as a ToolHandleArray and
retrieve them from the tool service (ToolSvc). The execute method loops over the tools
in m_cellBkgrSubtrTools and calls the execute method of each tool. After the execu-
tion, the resulting background subtracted cells are stored in StoreGate under a unique
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key. In this way multiple background subtraction algorithms can be defined and run
simultaneously for a comparison.

All the tools designed for the cell background subtraction have to inherit from the tool
base, CellBkgrSubtrToolBase. The CellBkgrSubtrToolBase is a base or interface class
for all the background subtraction methods, similarly as JetSeedToolBase is an interface
for all the seed finding methods. The execute method of the CellBkgrSubtrToolBase is
again purely virtual and must be implemented in the daughter class. The CellBkgrSubtr-
ToolBase defines the input collections, which are seeds (m_seedTowerContainerName26)
and calorimeter cells (m_caloCellContainerName).

In the HIJetRec package, there are three different tools for the cell background subtrac-
tion, i.e. three daughter classes of CellBkgrSubtrToolBase: average cell background sub-
traction (AvgCellBkgrSubtrTool), set cell background subtraction (SetCellBkgrSubtr-
Tool) and event average background subtraction (EventsAvgCellBkgrSubtrTool).

AvgCellBkgrSubtrTool

AvgCellBkgrSubtrTool performs the subtraction on cells and it is layer- and η-dependent.
For each event, the average of cell transverse energy is determined layer-by-layer by sum-
ming through the azimuthal coordinate φ. The sum is computed for fixed η binning which
is a parameter of the tool. Typical size of the bin that is used is 0.1 which is also the size of
a tower. Only cells outside of fixed cones around seeds are taken into account to determine
the average. The radius R of the cone is again a free parameter, typically R = 0.8 is used.
The possibility also exists to remove cells with energies above or below a layer-dependent
threshold. This is done to remove cells with only noise and/or within hot regions. In
the default settings, this possibility is turned off. The sum energy can be de-weighted
appropriately for the measured elliptic flow. This is provided by WeightFromFlow*.cxx

tools.

SetCellBkgrSubtrTool

This background subtraction scheme is also layer- and η-dependent. The main difference
between AvgCellBkgrSubtrTool and SetCellBkgrSubtrTool is that the later determines
and subtracts the background in a natural calorimeter segmentation. It means that instead
of a fixed η bin the natural size of cells in η is taken into account. This significantly
augments the CPU requirements. In practice the SetCellBkgrSubtrTool is about 10
times slower than AvgCellBkgrSubtrTool. This tool also provides other, now rather
obsolete, possibilities: 1) one can set to zero all cells outside of seed regions; 2) one
can iteratively redistribute the negative energy that is present inside the cone after the
background subtraction among cells with the positive energy. Both of these possibilities
were used during the initial studies and are turned off now as a default.

26The word tower in m_seedTowerContainerName is a misnomer since seeds are stored as a jet collection.
The name is a relict from the older version of the HIJetRec.
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EventAvgCellBkgrSubtrTool

The implementation of the background subtraction in EventAvgCellBkgrSubtrTool is
same as in the case of AvgCellBkgrSubtrTool. The EventAvgCellBkgrSubtrTool differs
in the fact that it does not estimate the background. The background is read from an
external root file27. This allows to use more events for the background determination and
by this way to reduce potential inter-event fluctuations of the background. It means that in
each event the ”average of average backgrounds” can be subtracted. In the reconstruction
chain the EventAvgCellBkgrSubtrTool should follow the EventsAvgBkgrDeterminator

algorithm. EventsAvgBkgrDeterminator determines the average background in cells (and
also in towers) by looping over several events. The loop over events can be specified at
the level of job option files. Job option files should also specify names for the output root
files. Optimally, the background should be computed for a small range of centrality. This
would lead to a collection of several tens of files with the average background. During the
subsequent reconstruction the average background can be read from the file and subtracted
by EventAvgCellBkgrSubtrTool. The background is stored in root files as an array of
root TH1F histograms.

4.2.3 Tower level background subtraction

Tower level background subtraction is an alternative to the cell level background subtrac-
tion. Tower level background subtraction does not need to define any new algorithm, it can
inherit directly from JetRec/JetAlgToolBase. Due to the structure of the jet reconstruc-
tion tower background subtraction can substitute the existing JetRecTools/JetTower-
NoiseTool that inherits from JetRec/JetAlgToolBase. In the HIJetRec package, there
are two algorithms that provide the tower level background subtraction for the cone algo-
rithm: TowerBkgrSubtrWithCalib and EventsAvgTowerBkgrSubtrTool. The first tool is
similar to AvgCellBkgrSubtrTool, the second tool is similar to EventsAvgCellBkgrSubtr-
Tool. Both tools subtract the average tower ET that is determined as a function of η and
excludes towers within some region around seeds. For the EventsAvgTowerBkgrSubtrTool,
the average tower background is again read from a root file. Both tools also turn subtracted
towers into protojets which are the input for the actual JetRec/JetConeFinderTool. In
the case of cell level background subtraction the task of tower to protojet conversion is
accomplished by the HIJetTowerNoiseTool.

4.2.4 Jet calibration

The jet calibration in p+p jet reconstruction is done using the JetRec/JetCellCalibra-
torTool. This tool provides: 1) e/h calibration, 2) calibration on the dead material
(cryostat correction), and 3) jet energy scale calibration. We have split this tool into two
tools: HICalibrateCells which provides the e/h calibration and HIJetCalibratorTool

which provides the rest. HICalibrateCells is an independent algorithm and it can run

27The definitions of new types or collections in the StoreGate are not allowed. The usage of
CaloCellContainer would be memory demanding for this purpose. Moreover there is no simple possi-
bility to cumulate information from several events in the StoreGate.
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either before or after the background subtraction. This is important because in the pre-
vious versions of the jet reconstruction software we found that negative cells (i.e. the
cells with the background subtracted) were largely mis-calibrated. Therefore comparison
between running the e/h calibration before and after the background subtraction provides
a valuable cross-check of the calibration step. The HIJetCalibratorTool inherits from
JetAlgToolBase and it provides an important extension to the original p+p tool that we
will now describe. The HIJetTowerNoiseTool that we have mentioned in the previous
section differs from the original JetRec/JetTowerNoiseTool in the way how it handles
the negative energy towers. Original JetRec tool recombines the negative energy tow-
ers with nearby positive, which allows to create a well defined protojet that must have
a positive energy. In the heavy-ion jet reconstruction such procedure does not well con-
verge because there is a substantial amount of negative towers in the event. Thus, the
HIJetTowerNoiseTool simply sets the energy of negative towers to a small positive value.
After the actual jet finding the task of the HIJetCalibratorTool is also to back-navigate
to subtracted cells or towers and recompute the jet energy and jet position. Thus, even
if the energy is spoiled right after the jet finding by the fact that it cannot take into
account the negative energy, it is restored and also well calibrated in this tool. The
HIJetCalibratorTool provides also an important possibility to use a different jet collec-
tion for the jet axis coordinates. In this case the jet axis can be estimated by a different
algorithm, e.g. the cone algorithm with a smaller radius. In the next chapters we will
show that this is a valuable option needed namely for the study of the jet substructure.

4.2.5 Fake jet discrimination

Because of the fluctuations in the background the fake reconstructed jets can be present in
heavy ion collisions. A framework to discriminate fake jets based on different criteria has
been developed. HIJetRejectorTool which inherits from JetAlgToolBase was created
for this purpose. HIJetRejectorTool loops over HIJetRejectorBase methods and each
jet can be subjected to these methods. The tool has the ability to determine the rejection
based on the logic chosen in the initialize method of the HIJetRejectorTool. The logic
means that AND, OR, XAND, or XOR relations can be imposed among methods. There are
four main rejector methods implemented in the HIJetRec package: HIEtaJetRejector,
HIEtmaxOverAvgJetRejector, HISumJtRejector, and HIRGaussCellRejector.

HIEtaJetRejector tool rejects jets within a certain η range. HIEtmaxOverAvgJetRe-
jector tool rejects jets based on their maximum tower ET to average tower ET ratio.
HISumJtRejector tool rejects jets that have a large value of

∑

jT defined as
∑

jT =
∑

cell∈jetET,cell sinR, where R is the opening angle of the cell with respect to the jet axis.

HIRGaussCellRejector tool calculates EGauss
T =

∑

cell∈jetET,cell exp(−R2/(2σ2)) and use
this variable for the rejection.

The last two tools require the careful analysis of the rejection variable for a given
background. The cut based on n-times RMS from the mean of a rejection variable is used
as a rejection cut. The dependence of RMS and mean on the jet energy is parametrized
linearly which is a good approximation. The rejection cut n together with the parameters
of the dependence on jet energy have to be provided as input parameters of the tool.
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4.2.6 Elliptic flow handling

As we have mentioned all the tools that primarily deal with the cell or tower jet energy
can access weights that allows to de-weight the elliptic flow. The elliptic flow results
from an initial spatial anisotropy of partially overlapping nuclei. The result of this ini-
tial spatial anisotropy is a non-uniform production of particles in azimuth (for details
see Sec. 2.4). When performing the background subtraction this modulation must be
taken into account. A tool, WeightFlowToolBase provides the access to elliptic flow
weights. Elliptic flow weights are computed using the global event information analyzed
by the HeavyIonRec/HIGlobal package. The performance of this tool is currently studied.
For the performance study presented in this work the WeightNoFlow tool, which returns
weights=1 has been used, since the effect of the elliptic flow has not been simulated yet.

4.2.7 Track to calorimeter association

Even thought the jet reconstruction directly from tracks is not implemented in HIJetRec

package there are tools that can identify tracks that correspond to jets. The projec-
tion of a track to the calorimeter with a requirement of some corresponding energy
in the element to which the track projects provides a natural rejection of fake, stiff
tracks. The tool that performs this projection is HITrackToCaloAlg. This tool was
largely modeled according to RecoTools/TrackToCalo tool. For every track this tool
creates an ImpactInCalo object that stores the absolute impact position and direction
of track for each layer in the calorimeter. A collection of these objects is stored in a
ImpactInCaloCollection. Tracks are not rejected during the reconstruction but using
the information stored in ImpactInCaloCollection they can be rejected at the level of
analysis, using the HIJetAnalysis/HIJet_CBNTAA_JetTracks.cxx tool.

4.2.8 kT algorithm

The alternative for the cone algorithm that we have described in details in previous sub-
sections is the kT algorithm. The flow chart for the kT algorithm can read as follows:

• Create calorimeter cells.

• Calibrate cells.

• Build the original towers.

• Create protojets from towers.

• Loop over the collection of protojets and find jets.

• Identify the background jets using HIEtmaxOverAvgJetRejector and store them in a
different jet collection.

• Subtract the background energy at the level of towers using jets identified as back-
ground jets (HIKtTowerBkgrSubtr).

• Navigate back to towers, recompute the jet energy and position using the background
subtracted towers and perform the jet calibration (HIJetCalibratorTool).

One can see a clear difference between the cone and kT background subtraction strat-
egy. The kT strategy uses jets identified as background jets to determine the background
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energy. Towers that belong to rejected jets are used to determine the average tower ET

as a function of η. This background tower energy is then subtracted from jets that are
identified as real jets. This strategy together with the rejection criterion implemented in
the above described HIEtmaxOverAvgJetRejector tool was proposed in Ref. [104].

4.2.9 The default job configuration

Standard heavy ion jet algorithms can be included in the reconstruction simply by adding
one flag to the main job option file: rec.doHeavyIon = True. The main job option script
of the HIJetRec package is share/HIJetRec_jobOption.py. This script uses flags defined
in python/HIJetRecFlags.py to determine which algorithms will run. In the default
setup, one and only one JetSeedFindingAlgorithm is run with the JetSeedSlidingWin-
dow method. The default jet reconstruction is the tower cone jet reconstruction with
R = 0.4 as well as tower kT jet reconstruction with the distance parameter D = 0.4. The
default cone jet reconstruction delivers two different jet collections for two background
subtraction methods: AvgCellBkgrSubtr and TowerBkgrSubtrWithCalib.

4.3 HIJetAnalysis package

The HIJetAnalysis package provides a basic interface between the reconstruction and
end-user analysis. Currently, the output of the HIJetAnalysis package are Combined
ATHENA-Aware ntuples (CBNTAA). CBNTAA provides root legible files suitable for the
analysis. The algorithms implemented in HIJetAnalysis are straightforward and well
legible from the code. Therefore, we will limit ourself to just a list of tools with a brief
comment on objectives.

The HIJetAnalysis package consists of following tools:

• HIJet_CBNTAA_CaloCells - provides an ntuple with calorimeter cells for a given Calo-
CellContainer.

• HIJet_CBNTAA_CaloTowers - provides an ntuple with calorimeter towers for a given
CaloTowerContainer.

• HIJet_CBNTAA_CumCaloCells - for each calorimeter layer computes the sum of cell
energy within a tower grid.

• HIJet_CBNTAA_JetConstituents - provides an ntuple with constituents of recon-
structed jets, i.e. calorimeter cells and towers.

• HIJet_CBNTAA_JetMonitoring - computes the energy flow within a jet which can be
used for the jet shape analysis. It also computes jet moments and jet rejector variables.

• HIJet_CBNTAA_JetSeeds - provides an ntuple with jet seeds.

• HIJet_CBNTAA_JetTracks - provides an ntuple with tracks associated to jets of a given
jet collection.

• HIJet_CBNTAA_Jets - provides an ntuple with jets of a given jet collection.

• HIJet_CBNTAA_TruthJetConstituents - provides an ntuple with the constituents of
truth jets, i.e. simulated particles.

• HIJet_CBNTAA_TruthJets - provides an ntuple with truth jets of a given jet collection.
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• HIJet_CBNTAA_TruthParticles - provides an ntuple with simulated truth particles.

4.4 Simulation data samples

In order to test the performance of the jet reconstruction we have used PYTHIA [109] (ver-
sion 6.3) di-jet events in the transverse energy range of ∼ 10−300 GeV. These di-jet events
consist of three groups of events: J2, J3, and J4. The three groups differ by the initial
parton energy: J2 has initial parton energy in the range of 35−70 GeV, J3 in the range of
70−140 GeV, and J4 in the range of 140−280 GeV. PYTHIA di-jet events were embedded
into simulated Pb+Pb HIJING [44] (version 1.38) events. HIJING events were initialized
for center-of-mass energy of 5.5 TeV per colliding nucleon pair. HIJING events were sim-
ulated without quenching but with a hard scattering cut to remove mini-jets, since the
evaluation of the truth energy of mini-jets is not straightforward. It is also worth to note
that the HIJING without quenching produces events with higher fluctuations in energy
than the HIJING with quenching. The analysis was carried out for three centrality selec-
tions: b = 2, 6, and 10 fm which correspond to the charged particle multiplicity in midra-
pidity dN/dη = 2700, 1700, and 460 respectively. Events have been reconstructed using
official JetRec, HIJetRec and HIJetAnalysis packages in ATHENA 12.0.6. If not stated
otherwise reconstructed events that can be found in the USATLAS BNL computer farm
under /usatlas/scratch/bacole/dcache/subtrCompareNoteFiles/ have been used for
the analysis presented in following chapters. The statistics of ≈ 1800 of b = 2 fm events,
and ≈ 1200 of b = 6 fm, and b = 10 fm events has been used. These events can be
considered as an official production of the Heavy Ion ATLAS Working Group.

For the PYQUEN [117] study presented in Chapter 6 we have used 5000 PYQUEN (ver-
sion 25-APR-2005) events generated and reconstructed in ATHENA 14.2.10. These events
can be found in the USATLAS BNL computer farm under /usatlas/workarea/spou-
sta/PyquenNew/1/.
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5 Jet reconstruction performance

In this chapter we show a basic performance of the cone jet reconstruction in heavy ion
collisions. First, we compare different background subtraction schemes. Then we discuss
jet energy scale, jet energy and position resolutions, jet efficiency, and fake-rate. Finally,
we also compare the behavior of different jet finding algorithms (ATLAS cone algorithm,
kT and anti-kT algorithm, Cambridge/Aachen algorithm) in a presence of background.

5.1 Underlying event, comparison among subtraction schemes

In the previous chapter we have described five different strategies for the background
subtraction that needs to be performed during the cone jet reconstruction. Two of the five
strategies subtract the energy at the level of towers. We have found that these subtraction
strategies give worse results of jet energy and position resolution and efficiency than other
strategies. Other three background subtraction strategies are based on cells. The first
strategy, AvgCellBkgrSubtr estimates and subtracts the background in each layer in
strips of size 0.1 in pseudorapidity. The second strategy, SetCellBkgrSubtr estimates
and subtracts the background in each layer in a natural segmentation of the calorimeter.
The last strategy, EvntAvgCellBkgrSubtr works as the first one but the background is
averaged over 10 events with the same multiplicity.

The subtraction at the level of cells is done in each layer of the calorimeter separately.
To compare the performance of cell background subtractions we have evaluated the RMS of
calorimeter energy after the background subtraction, σ(ET). Since all strategies subtract
the mean of the background in strips of azimuth angle φ, the energy after the subtrac-
tion fluctuates around zero in a given strip of φ. This is demonstrated in the upper left
panel of Fig. 16. The variable σ(ET) then quantifies the size of irreducible background
fluctuations that cannot be subtracted. The value of σ(ET) has been estimated for each
calorimeter tower outside of jet regions. The upper right panel of Fig. 16 compares σ(ET)
of AvgCellBkgrSubtr with RMS of original background energy, i.e. without any subtrac-
tion. It is visible that the AvgCellBkgrSubtr reduces the size of the background fluctua-
tions only in some regions of |η| & 3.0. The reduction of the background fluctuations in the
region of |η| & 3.0 is much more substantial for the SetCellBkgrSubtr. The comparison
between AvgCellBkgrSubtr and SetCellBkgrSubtr is in the lower left panel of Fig. 16.
Using the SetCellBkgrSubtr strategy one can reduce the size of the fluctuations in some
of regions of |η| & 3.0 by a factor of two. It is also visible that this strategy performs
generally slightly better than AvgCellBkgrSubtr. On the other hand SetCellBkgrSubtr

strategy is more than ten times CPU demanding than AvgCellBkgrSubtr. Therefore in
practice, SetCellBkgrSubtr should be used only for forward jets.

It is not a priori clear how the inter-event fluctuations affect the background subtrac-
tion. In order to test this we have used EvntAvgCellBkgrSubtr strategy. Using this strat-
egy we have estimated the background in 10 events and then we have subtracted this aver-
age background in each event separately. The comparison between EvntAvgCellBkgrSubtr

and AvgCellBkgrSubtr strategy is in the lower right panel of Fig. 16. One can see that
the EvntAvgCellBkgrSubtr strategy performs only slightly better in the central region.
The performance in the region of |η| & 3.0 is the same for these two strategies. On the
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Figure 16: Upper left: Per tower mean of the underlying event energy after the background subtraction
as a function of pseudorapidity. Other plots: Comparison among the performance of different background
subtractions in terms of RMS of ET as a function of pseudorapidity. All the plots use the reconstruction
of the most central HIJING collisions (dN/dη = 2700, b = 2 fm).

other hand the real underlying event may significantly differ from the HIJING simulation
and thus such a comparison will have to be performed with the real data.

We may conclude that except the forward region of |η| & 3.0 all three background
subtraction strategies perform quite similarly. Therefore in the analysis presented in the
rest of this work the AvgCellBkgrSubtr strategy has been used.

5.2 Jet energy scale and jet energy resolution

The measurement of jet energy in the calorimeter is based on the principle that energy
released in the calorimeter by charged particles E of the shower is proportional to the
energy of incident particles E0. Since the shower development is a stochastic process the
intrinsic energy resolution of an ideal calorimeter (calorimeter with infinite size and no
response deterioration) is proportional to the square root of energy of incident particles,
i.e. σ(E) ∝

√
E. Instead of quantifying the σ(E) which can widely change over the range

of measured energy it is more convenient to use a dimensionless relative energy resolution
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σ(E)/E ∝ 1/
√
E. For the actual energy resolution of a realistic calorimeter we have to

modify this simple relation to [107]

σ(E)

E
=

a√
E

⊕ b

E
⊕ c (36)

where the symbol ⊕ indicates a quadratic sum. The first term on the right-hand side
is already mentioned stochastic term and its relative size is measured by a constant a,
typically in percent of units of

√
E. The second term is a noise term. For the intrinsic

energy resolution σ(E), the noise term does not depend on the energy of incident particles.
Therefore, the noise term scales as 1/E for the relative energy resolution σ(E)/E. Size of
the noise term is measured in units of energy by a constant b. The constant b is the RMS
of the noise energy. The last dimensionless constant term c arises from the detector non-
uniformities and one should be able to reduce it by the calibration process. The designed
goal for the jet energy resolution of the ATLAS detector in p+p collisions is a ≈ 60 %,
b ≈ 500 MeV, and c ≈ 3 % in the central pseudorapidity region of 0.2 < |η| < 0.4 [10]. We
have evaluated jet energy resolution in p+p for PYTHIA J2, J3, J4 jets over the whole
pseudorapidity coverage of the ATLAS detector28. The results can be found in Fig. 17.
The plots show mean and RMS of the relative difference between truth and reconstructed
jet energy, i.e. jet energy scale and jet energy resolution defined as

jet energy scale ≡
〈

ET,reco − ET,truth

ET,truth

〉

(37)

σ(E)

E
≡ RMS

(

ET,reco − ET,truth

ET,truth

)

The upper left panel of Fig. 17 shows the jet energy scale as a function of truth jet
energy, the upper right panel shows the jet energy scale as a function of pseudorapidity.
One can see that the jet energy scale stays within 10 %. The small jet energy scale shift is
pseudorapidity dependent and it coincides with material non-homogenities of the detector.
The jet energy resolution as a function of truth jet energy is presented in the lower left panel
of Fig. 17, and as a function of pseudorapidity in the lower right panel of Fig. 17. For the
p+p jet energy resolution we found constants of (36) to be: a = 97±1 %, b = 0±200 MeV,
and c = 3.4 ± 0.2 %. This is in a good agreement with the official results presented in
[10, 11]. In p+p collisions the noise contribution should come mainly from the electronic
noise, thus the second term is in the order of hundreds MeV as expected. However,
the contribution from the background in the heavy ion collisions can change the noise
component of the jet energy resolution significantly comparing to p+p collisions as we will
show.

In order to evaluate the performance of the heavy ion jet reconstruction chain described
in Chapter 4 we used full reconstruction of PYTHIA J2, J3, and J4 di-jet events embedded
into simulated Pb+Pb HIJING events. The analysis was carried out for three centrality
selections: b = 2, 6, and 10 fm which correspond to the charged particle multiplicity

28ATHENA version 12.0.6, Cone4TowerJet, Cone4Truth jets and H1WeightToolCSC12Cone4Tower cal-
ibration tool were used.
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Figure 17: Upper panels: jet energy scale as a function of truth jet energy (left) and pseudorapidity
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(right). All the plots valuate the expected performance in p+p collisions.
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dN/dη = 2700, 1700, and 460 respectively (for more details on the input dataset see
Sec. 4.4). The basic performance plots for the most central collisions (b = 2 fm, dN/dη =
2700) can be found in Fig. 18. We found that the jet energy scale is consistent with zero
for truth jet energies above 70 GeV. The jet energy scale shift at low ET is a consequence
of steeply decreasing efficiency for low energy jets which leads to the fact that in a given
energy bin, there is a higher probability for jets with higher energies to be reconstructed.
The efficiency is discussed in more details in the Section 5.4, in particular see Fig. 21. It
should be stressed that we have used exactly the same calibration tools as in the case
of simulation of p+p collisions. The fact that the jet energy scale in central heavy ion
collisions tends to be better than in p+p collisions might suggest that the energy in the
problematic regions, that are (or can be) for some reason mis-calibrated, can be handled
better in the busy, heavy ion environment: when having larger statistics of cells with
deposited energy, the systematic shifts can be better estimated and subtracted.

The lower left panel of Fig. 18 shows the jet energy resolution as a function of the truth
jet energy. The lower right panel of Fig. 18 shows the jet energy resolution as a function of
pseudorapidity. It is visible that even in central collisions the jet energy resolution is better
than 25 % for jets with energy above 70 GeV. The fit of relation (36) to the jet energy
resolution gives following results: a = 90± 14 %, b = 15.1± 1.0 GeV, and c = 0± 3 %. We
have fitted the distribution starting from 70 GeV in order not to bias the fit by the jet
energy scale shift at low ET that is due to bad efficiency. In the previous section we have
showed the size of the irreducible background fluctuations coming from the underlying
HIJING event. In the central pseudorapidity region (η . 1.0), we found the per tower
RMS of the background distribution to be around 1.5 GeV. Convoluting the η-dependent
per tower RMS of the background distribution with the η-dependent distribution of jets
(respectively their areas) we can easily calculate the size of the background fluctuations
per average jet in the tested sample. The result is 12.7± 2.7 GeV. This is in a reasonable
agreement with the fit of the jet energy resolution that estimates the noise term to be 15.1±
1.0 GeV. This means that in each jet we found approximately 15 GeV of the irreducible
background that cannot be subtracted. This background is entirely due to the energy
fluctuations of the underlying event. It is remarkable that within an error the stochastic
term remains the same as for p+p collisions. This means that in the real measurements the
knowledge of the size of fluctuations of the underlying event together with the knowledge of
the p+p jet energy resolution can give a good estimate for the actual jet energy resolution
in heavy ion collisions. This result also suggests that it is not the size of the background
energy deposited in the calorimeter (or the multiplicity) that is important for the jet
energy resolution but it is in the first place the size of the fluctuations.

In the left panel of Fig. 19 we show the jet energy resolution combined for three
different centrality bins: the most central (dN/dη = 2700, b = 2 fm), semi-peripheral
(dN/dη = 1700, b = 6 fm), and peripheral (dN/dη = 460, b = 10 fm) collisions. One can
see that with the increasing centrality the jet energy resolution is getting worse. The jet
energy resolution for the peripheral events is similar to the jet energy resolution of p+p
collisions29.

29Comparing to results presented e.g. in Ref. [111] we show newer analysis using updated tools. The
jet energy resolution is better for low energy jets. On the other hand the statistics for the semi-peripheral
and peripheral events is several times smaller than in the previous study.
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Figure 18: Upper panels: jet energy scale as a function of truth jet energy (left) and pseudorapidity
(right). Lower panels: jet energy resolution as a function truth jet energy (left) and pseudorapidity
(right). All the plots evaluate the expected performance in central Pb+Pb collisions.
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Figure 20: Jet position resolution as a function of truth jet energy. Left: Comparison between jet
position resolution in η and φ. Right: Comparison between jet position resolution for jets reconstructed
using R = 0.2 and R = 0.4 cone.

5.3 Jet position resolution

Jet position resolution is defined as a RMS of the difference between coordinates of truth
jets and reconstructed jets. The right panel of Fig. 19 shows the jet position resolution
as a function of truth jet energy combined for different centrality bins. The jet position
resolution is within half of a calorimeter tower in almost the whole energy range. The
jet position resolution is similar in both, pseudorapidity, and azimuth as illustrated in
the left panel of Fig. 20 (reconstruction has been performed with the simulation of the
full magnetic field). Jet position resolution can be improved using the reconstruction of
jets with smaller cone radius. We have tested the jet reconstruction with R = 0.2. For
each reconstructed jet with standard radius R = 0.4 the closest reconstructed jet with the
radius R = 0.2 was found. The resulting jet position resolution is plotted in the right panel
of Fig. 20. This improvement is particularly important for studying the jet substructure
as will be shown the next chapter. We have also studied the jet position resolution as a
function of pseudorapidity. Jet position resolution exhibits almost no dependence on the
pseudorapidity.

5.4 Jet efficiency and fake rate

In addition to the jet energy scale and resolution it is important to study the efficiency of
the jet finding and fake rate. Efficiency and fake rate can be defined as follows

ǫ(Rm) ≡ # matches of truth particle jets with reconstructed jets

# truth particle jets
=
N jets

m (Rm)

N jets
truth

(38)

f(Rm) ≡ # reconstructed jets without matching to truth particle jets

# reconstructed jets
=
N jets

reco −N jets
m (Rm)

N jets
reco

where Rm is the matching radius, in our study Rm = 0.2. Efficiency is generally a function
of truth jet energy and pseudorapidity. Fake rate is a function of reconstructed jet energy
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Figure 21: Left: Jet reconstruction efficiency as a function of truth jet ET. Right: Fake rate as a function
of reconstructed jet ET. If the points are missing, the fake rate is exactly zero. Open circles are the most
central events (dN/dη = 2700, b = 2 fm), blue triangles are semi-peripheral events (dN/dη = 1700, b =
6 fm), and red squares are peripheral events (dN/dη = 460, b = 10 fm).

and pseudorapidity. Instead of the fake rate some studies use purity. Purity, π(Rm) is
simply 1−f(Rm) or fake rate is 1−π(Rm). The efficiency as a function of truth jet energy
for different centrality bins is shown in the left panel of Fig. 21. Efficiency exhibits very
weak dependence on the centrality of the collision. For truth jet energies above 70 GeV
the efficiency is above 95 % for all centralities. For truth jet energies below 70 GeV the
efficiency is steeply increasing with increasing truth jet energy. This means that in a finite
bin of jet energy the probability for finding a jet with higher energy is higher. This may
explain the observed jet energy scale shift at low energies in the upper left panel of Fig. 18
as we have already mentioned in Sec. 5.2.

In the left panel of Fig. 21 we show the fake rate as a function of reconstructed jet
energy for different centrality bins. For reconstructed jet energies above 70 GeV the fake
rate is below 5 % for all three centrality bins. Fake rate exhibits very modest dependence
on pseudorapidity. In the most central collisions the fake rate is highest in the central
pseudorapidity region which means that it follows the dependence of the multiplicity on
pseudorapidity. In the most peripheral collisions the fake rate seems to follow rather the
discontinuities in the structure of the calorimeter.

5.5 Comparison among different jet finding algorithms

A very often discussed issue of the jet reconstruction is the infrared and collinear safety
of jet finding algorithms. Even if this is the important issue, namely for low energy
jets, it is possible that in the first place the jet finding at LHC will have to deal with a
substantial contribution from the underlying event. The underlying event is important
not only in the Pb+Pb but also in p+p jet reconstruction due to a sizable pileup at the
designed luminosity. Beside effects coming from physics, the electronic noise may also
contribute non-trivially to the overall calorimeter tower background. In Pb+Pb collisions,
no agreement on multiplicity expected at LHC exists. The existing models predict very
different values of dN/dη = 1000− 6000 in the most central Pb+Pb collisions. Bearing in
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mind these issues we tried to investigate general behavior of different jet finding algorithms
with respect to a presence of a calorimeter tower background.

We have compared four different algorithms: kT algorithm, anti-kT algorithm, Cam-
bridge/Aachen and ATLAS cone algorithm. We used FastJet package, where official ver-
sions of all these algorithms are implemented [108]. As an input jet collection we used
3600 PYTHIA di-jet events with jet energy in the range of 30 − 80 GeV. These jets were
reconstructed in the full ATLAS reconstruction software30. Events with jets were then
embedded into calorimeter tower backgrounds with different, smoothly varying character-
istics. The embedding have been done at the level of reconstructed calorimeter towers.
Sixteen different calorimeter tower backgrounds have been used. Each four of these six-
teen backgrounds have the same mean transverse energy and different RMS of transverse
energy. Each four then have the same RMS relative to mean and different mean. The
mean of the calorimeter tower background ET is 300, 1200, 2100, and 3000 MeV. The
RMS relative to mean is 4 %, 14 %, 23 %, and 33 %. Increasing RMS implies increasing
size of fluctuations in the background. Increasing mean simulates increasing multiplicity.
An example of tranverse energy distribution of four calorimeter tower backgrounds with
the same mean of 300 MeV and different RMSes is in the left panel of Fig. 22. These
Poisson-like backgrounds have been generated artificially using the following functional
form: m · (P (k)/k)l. The P (k) represents randomly generated value with Poisson distri-
bution of mean k. Constants k and l control the RMS, constant m then controls mean of
the resulting calorimeter tower background distribution. This type of background genera-
tion allows to smoothly vary the characteristics of the background. The calorimeter tower
background with the highest mean (3000 MeV) and the highest RMS (33 %) approaches
with its global characteristics the underlying event of the most central Pb+Pb events
generated by HIJING [44] (although it is clear that the correlations among fluctuations
in our artificial underlying event and HIJING underlying event might be different). The

30PYTHIA J2 and J3 di-jets simulated and reconstructed in ATHENA version 14.2.10.
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reason why to use such artificial underlying-event-like background is to investigate general
differencies among jet finding algorithms with respect to increasing size of the background
or increasing size of the fluctuations in the calorimeter tower background.

For each calorimeter tower, the random value P (k)/k has been generated and modified
by the constants m, l, and then merged with the tower energy coming from the recon-
structed PYTHIA event with jets. For these reconstructed PYTHIA events a threshold
on tower ET = 100 MeV has been used. Since these clean reconstructed events have been
used also as a reference, this threshold was chosen in order not to confuse the evaluation
by a presence of a noise/background in the reference sample. Four jet finding algorithms
were initialized with the same cone size or distance parameter R = 0.4. The ATLAS cone
algorithm was initialized with the default overlap threshold f = 0.5. After the jet finding,
the mean value of the background transverse energy has been subtracted from each tower
that was included to the jet by a given jet finding algorithm. Then, the embedded jets
have been compared with reference jets. All the jet finding algorithms ran over same
events, i.e. events with the same original PYTHIA signal plus the same calorimeter tower
background. The only criterion for matching the embedded jets to reference jets was the
distance between embedded and clean reference jet, R < 0.2.

Following characteristics of algorithm performance have been evaluated for each jet
finding algorithm:

• 〈(ET,embedded − ET,clean)/ET,clean〉 - mean of relative difference in energy between
embedded and reference jets (i.e. ”jet energy scale”)

• σ ((ET,embedded − ET,clean)/ET,clean) - RMS of relative difference in energy between
embedded and reference jets (i.e. jet energy resolution)

• σ(ηembedded − ηclean) - RMS of difference between pseudorapidity position of embed-
ded and reference jets (i.e. jet position resolution)

• 〈(Nembedded −Nclean)/Nclean〉 - mean of relative difference between number of con-
stituent towers between embedded and reference jets

As an example in Fig. 23 we show jet energy scale and resolution for kT and anti-kT

algorithm. The x-axis on both plots of Fig. 23 represents mean of the calorimeter tower
background which the PYTHIA events have been embedded to. The y-axis represents
RMS of energy relative to mean of the background, i.e. the size of fluctuations in a given
calorimeter tower background. The z-axis (different color boxes, each for one of sixteen
backgrounds) represents mean of the relative difference in energy between embedded and
reference jets (”jet energy scale”). In the middle of each color box the jet energy resolution
is presented. One can see that kT algorithm underestimates the jet energy. The underes-
timation is larger in higher calorimeter tower background. Jet energy scale is shifted by
as much as 20 % for the background with the highest mean and the highest fluctuations.
The jet energy scale is off by more than 10 % even for more modest calorimeter tower
backgrounds. This is not the case for the anti-kT alogrithm. Except the bin with the
highest mean and the highest fluctuations of the background energy the jet energy scale
remains within 1 % for the anti-kT alogrithm. The jet energy resolution is also 2−6 times
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Figure 23: Jet energy scale for different calorimeter tower backgrounds for kT algorithm (left) and anti-kT

algorithm (right). Numbers in color boxes represent jet energy resolution.

better for the anti-kT than for the kT algorihtm. The underestimation of the jet energy is
due to the fact that a softer part of a jet may preferably be clustered to the background
rather than to a jet. This is reflected by the fact that with increasing calorimeter tower
background the number of towers that are assigned to a jet by the kT algorithm is decreas-
ing. This is not the case for the anti-kT algorithm where the number of towers remains
constant across the phase space of different calorimeter tower backgrounds. The topology
of jets resulting from the anti-kT algorithm is close to conical with the radius close to the
distance paramter R.

Complete set of figures for all variables listed above can be found in Figs. 23-28. Now,
we will conclude the results that we have found when comparing different jet algorithms:

• kT algorithm underestimates the jet energy by 4 %−20 % in a presence of calorimeter
tower background. The underestimation is increasing with increasing mean of the
background (see left plot of Fig. 23). Cambridge/Aachen algorithm underestimates
the jet energy by 4 % − 16 % in a presence of calorimeter tower background. The
underestimation is also increasing with increasing mean of the background (see left
plot of Fig. 24). The increasing underestimation is in a correlation with the decreas-
ing number of constituent towers (compare the right plot of Fig. 25 with the left
plot of Fig. 25 and with the left plot of Fig. 26). Therefore, the underestimation
is interpreted as a consequence of the fact that both kT and Cambridge/Aachen
algorithm may preferably cluster the softer part of a jet with the background rather
than with a jet.

• The jet energy scale is, except the bin with the highest calorimeter tower background,
within ∼ 1 % for the anti-kT algorithm (see right plot of Fig. 23). The jet energy
scale is not dependent upon either the mean or the RMS of the background energy.
The jet energy scale is within ∼ 3 % for the ATLAS cone algorithm (see right plot
of Fig. 24). A small jet energy scale shift slightly increases with increasing mean of
the calorimeter tower background.

• The jet energy resolution is ∼ 2−6 times better for anti-kT than for the kT algorithm
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(see numbers in color boxes of Fig. 23). Jet energy resolution is ∼ 2 − 4 better for
the anti-kT algorithm than for the Cambridge/Aachen algorithm (see left plot of
Fig. 24). The jet energy resolution is slightly better for anti-kT than for ATLAS
cone algorithm (see right plot of Fig. 24).

• The jet position resolution is ∼ 3 − 6 times better for the anti-kT and ATLAS cone
algorithm than for the kT and Cambridge/Aachen algorithm (compare left plots
with right plots in Fig. 27 and Fig. 28).

• For the anti-kT algorithm, the jet position resolution deteriorates with both, increas-
ing mean transverse energy of the background and RMS of the background. This is
not the case of the ATLAS cone algorithm, that exhibits dominantly the dependence
only on the mean transverse energy of the background. The performance of the cone
algorithm in terms of jet position resolution is worse for calorimeter tower back-
grounds with higher mean than the performance of the anti-kT algorithm (compare
right-hand plots in Fig. 27 and Fig. 28).

We may conclude that the anti-kT algorithm exhibits the best performance in terms
of jet energy scale, jet energy resolution, and jet position resolution comparing to ATLAS
cone algorithm, Cambridge/Aachen algorithm, and kT algorithm. The kT algorithm ex-
hibits the worst performance of all four algorithms. The performance of the ATLAS cone
algorithm is only slightly worse than the performance of anti-kT algorithm.

Finally, let us note that since the anti-kT algorithm and cone algorithm are very differ-
ent it would be useful to use them simultaneously for the jet reconstruction. The reason
for this is simply a possibility to cross-check the data reconstruction and evaluate the
systematic biases that are due to their response to the underlying event. Moreover in the
next chapter we will show that ATLAS cone algorithm is well suited for the reconstruction
of the jet shapes. In a presence of non-trivial calorimeter tower background the jet shape
reconstruction might profit from the fixed geometry of the cone. Since the jet shape can be
determined by averaging over the same area for every event one does not need to be afraid
of any systematic bias that would be due a clustering of a background. Furthermore, for
the case of heavy ion collisions, it is well know that the heavy ion event may contain beside
the ”soft” and ”hard” signal additional structures coming from the interaction of a parton
with the QCD medium (e.g. ”Mach cone” or ”ridge”). It is difficult to predict how such
structures would bias jets delivered by clustering algorithms.

In this chapter we have discussed the basic performance of the cone jet reconstruction
in the heavy ion environment. For further details we refer reader to author’s comprehensive
web page with analysis results, Ref. [114]. Some of results presented in this chapter have
been published in conference proceedings and as the ATLAS notes, Refs. [110–113]. The
results presented in Sec. 5.5 have been submitted as an ATLAS note.
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Figure 24: Jet energy scale for different calorimeter tower backgrounds for Cambridge/Aachen algorithm
(left) and ATLAS cone algorithm (right). Numbers in color boxes represent jet energy resolution.
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Figure 27: The RMS of the difference in pseudorapidity between embedded and reference jets (jet position
resolution) for different calorimeter tower backgrounds for kT algorithm (left) and anti-kT algorithm (right).
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Figure 28: The RMS of the difference in pseudorapidity between embedded and reference jets (jet position
resolution) for different calorimeter tower backgrounds for Cambridge/Aachen algorithm (left) and ATLAS
cone algorithm (right).
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6 Jet properties

The high center-of-mass energy and large rates for high-pT jets at the LHC will make full
jet measurements possible even in the heavy ion environment. Particularly interesting are
measurements of fragmentation function and jT distribution. The ATLAS detector is well
suited for calorimetric measurements of energy flow inside the jet, i.e. the measurements
of jet shapes. All these quantities are expected to be modified in heavy ion collisions
compared to p+p collisions [115,116] and will provide direct information on the properties
of the hot QCD medium created in heavy ion collisions. In this chapter we discuss the
expected accuracy of measurements of these variables and we also show a size of expected
modification simulated using PYQUEN [117]. Further, we discuss other important mea-
surements that could reveal the mechanism of jet quenching. These are measurements of
radial moments, di-jet correlations and jet RAA.

6.1 Fragmentation function and jT distribution

Full jet reconstruction provides new variables sensitive to in-medium energy loss that
are currently not available at RHIC. The first of these is the transverse momentum of
fragments with respect to the jet axis, jT

jT = |p̂jet × ~pfrag| (39)

≈ pT,frag sinR

where p̂jet is the jet direction, ~pfrag is the three-momentum vector of the fragment, pT,frag is

the particle transverse momentum with respect to the beam, and R =
√

(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2 is
the opening angle31. The jT distribution is then defined as D(jT) = 1/Njet 1/jT dN/djT.
The jT distribution has a soft core governed by non-perturbative physics and a power
law tail resulting from hard radiation of a parton shower. Jet in-medium energy loss is
expected to modify the distribution of hard fragments associated with the jet and can be
detected as a modification of the jT distribution [115].

Another observable of interest is the modification of the jet fragmentation function.
The fragmentation variable, z is the longitudinal fraction of the jet momentum carried by
the fragment,

z =
p̂jet · ~pfrag

|~pjet|
(40)

≈ pT,frag/ET,jet cosR

The fragmentation function is then defined as D(z) = 1/Njet dN/dz. The interaction
of the jet with the medium is expected to soften the fragmentation function by reducing
the number of fragments at large z and increasing the number of fragments at small z [118].

The reconstructed fragmentation function D(z) and the jT distribution are obtained
using charged tracks reconstructed from the silicon detectors (Pixel and SCT) in the AT-
LAS Inner Detector. The tracks are required to match to hits in the calorimeter taking into

31The approximate relation in (39) is exact at midrapidity.
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account the bending due to the magnetic field. For each jet, background distributions are
constructed using tracks that match to HIJING particles32. These background distribu-
tions are subtracted from the original distributions. After the background subtraction, a
pT independent 70 % tracking efficiency correction is applied. Upper panels of Fig. 29 com-
pare truth fragmentation function and jT distribution computed using charged particles
and truth jets with reconstructed distributions computed using tracks. The background
distributions that are subtracted are in lower panels of Fig. 29. For the reconstruction
the most central HIJING collisions (b = 2 fm, dN/dη = 2700) were used. The cut used
for transverse momentum of particles and tracks is pT ≥ 2 GeV/c. The jet energy is be-
tween 70 GeV and 140 GeV. As one can see there is a good agreement between truth and
reconstructed fragmentation function whereas the agreement of reconstructed and truth
jT distributions is weak mainly at low jT values. This difference is due to the limited
position resolution of the reconstructed jet. Since jT measures the transversal component
of the jet it is naturally more sensitive to the jet position resolution. We can enhance the
jet position resolution using position of a jet determined with smaller cone size R = 0.2.
To use the smaller cone size means to look only at the hard core of the jet and not to take
into account the soft component of the jet which is more sensitive to the fluctuations of
the background that cannot be subtracted. Thus, jets determined using the smaller cone
size have better position resolution than the standard R = 0.4 jets (see Fig. 20 in Sec. 5.3).
Fig. 30 shows the fragmentation function and jT distribution after the additional correc-
tion on the jet position resolution. One can see that the fragmentation function remains
unaffected whereas the correspondence between truth and reconstructed jT has improved
and it is quite satisfactory. This reflects a good performance of the ATLAS tracking
system.

In order to test our sensitivity to the effects of the jet quenching, we compare re-
constructed D(z) and D(jT) distributions from PYTHIA and from central (b = 0 fm)
PYQUEN events. PYQUEN generator [117] works as a ”plug-in” to PYTHIA that modi-
fies the energy of partons produced by PYTHIA. The parton energy is modified to take into
account radiative and collisional energy loss of a parton traversing the expanding quark
gluon plasma, which is modeled using the hydrodynamical description. After this modi-
fication a standard PYTHIA fragmentation is used. The physics model of the radiative
energy loss is based on the BDMPS formalism [87]. For PYQUEN simulations the default
parameters were used33, which are estimates for LHC heavy ion beam energies. In Fig. 31
one can see the comparison between distributions from the reconstructed PYQUEN events
and reconstructed PYTHIA events. Both data sets were initialized to the same seed of the
random number generator which allows the exact evaluation of the quenching effect. As
expected, the high-z fragments are suppressed and the low-z fragments are enhanced. It is
interesting to note that, contrary to other energy loss models [115], the high jT fragments
are suppressed as well. This could be due to the fact that PYQUEN quenches the radiated

32This is a provisional strategy that obviously cannot be used on the real data. In the real experiment,
background distributions should be estimated using tracks outside the jet regions. Nevertheless, taking
into account excellent tracking position resolution background distributions should not change much (see
Fig. 45 in Appendix C).

33Initial temperature T0 = 1 GeV, proper time of quark-gluon plasma formation τ0 = 0.1 fm/c, number
of active quark flavors in quark-gluon plasma nf = 0.
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Figure 29: Upper panels: jT and z distributions after the subtraction of background distributions and
after the correction on tracking efficiency. Truth distributions (open markers), reconstructed distributions
(closed markers). Lower panels: jT and z background distributions.
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Figure 30: jT and z distributions after the jet position resolution correction.
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Figure 31: Reconstructed PYQUEN and PYTHIA jT and z distributions.

gluons as well. In any case, the modifications observed for both distributions are much
larger than difference between the input and reconstructed distributions in Fig. 30. Thus,
we can conclude that ATLAS experiment has sufficient sensitivity to measure quenching
of the scale comparable to that modeled by PYQUEN34.

6.2 Jet shapes

A suitable variable to measure a flow of the energy within a jet is the jet shape. Integral jet
shape Ψ(r;Rcone) is a fraction of all transverse energy within a cone of size Rcone around
the jet axis that is within a smaller cone of size r, also around the jet axis,

Ψ(r,Rcone) =

∫ r
0 ET(ρ) ρdρ

∫ Rcone

0 ET(ρ) ρdρ
(41)

The integral jet shape is a monotonically rising function of the argument r with a simple
normalization Ψ(Rcone;Rcone) = 1. The differential jet shape ψ(r;Rcone) is a derivative of
the integral jet shape

ψ(r,Rcone) =
dΨ(r,Rcone)

dr
(42)

Thus, ψ(r;Rcone)dr describes a fraction of all transverse energy within a cone of size Rcone

around the jet axis that is within an annulus of radius r and width dr centered on the jet
axis as well.

The left panel of Fig. 32 shows the comparison between simulated p+p jet shapes
determined using particles and reconstructed jet shapes determined using calorimeter cells.
Naturally, the truth jets are much more narrow than the calorimeter jets. To evaluate the
accuracy of the measurement of jet shapes in the heavy ion collisions, we reconstructed jet
shapes in the most central collisions (b = 2 fm, dN/dη = 2700) and jet shapes in the most
peripheral collisions (b = 10 fm, dN/dη = 460). In both cases background subtraction has

34The next step needed is to evaluate the effect of the jet quenching on top of the heavy ion background,
i.e. to generate and reconstruct PYQEUN events embedded to the HIJING.
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Figure 32: Left: Integral jet shape for reconstructed (closed) vs. truth (open) p+p events. Right:
Integral jet shape reconstructed in the most central collisions (closed) vs. jet shape reconstructed in the
most peripheral collisions (open).

been performed. The jet shapes determined in the most central collisions are in a good
agreement with jet shapes determined in the most peripheral collisions as one can see from
the right panel of Fig. 32. Small underestimation of the energy flow at low r in the most
central collisions is due to the finite position resolution.

Similarly as in the case of jT distribution we can correct for the finite jet position
resolution using jet coordinates determined using jet finding algorithm running with a
smaller radius, R = 0.2. Jet coordinates of the original jet are replaced by coordinates
of a jet reconstructed using a smaller cone. Then, jet energy distribution is recomputed
around this new position. The result can be found in the upper panels of Fig. 33. One can
see that the underestimation of the energy flow at low r has been removed. A technical side
effect of this correction can be observed in differential jet shape for the highest r → Rcone

where the matching is slightly worse after the correction. This is a consequence of a
technical problem of missing cells: when the jet position is changed it is not possible to
back-navigate to calorimeter cells that did not belong to the original jet. This technical
problem can be avoided by reconstructing jets not only with smaller radius than the
original radius (R = 0.4) but also with a larger radius35.

As we have demonstrated in Fig. 32 the truth jet shapes determined at the particle
level are much more narrow than reconstructed, calorimeter jet shapes. Thus, one needs to
use some deconvolution method that would provide the truth jet shape from the knowledge
of the reconstructed jet shape. For this purpose we have explored the bayesian unfolding
method. The implementation of this method has been taken from RooUnfold package [119].
Bayesian unfolding first needs to be ”trained” on the known data-set containing both the
truth distributions, and reconstructed distributions. These data can be obtained from
simulation. These data are used to compute the response matrix. The response matrix

35In the current p+p reconstruction strategy the aim is to compute jet shape during the reconstruction
and not to provide navigable cells. We think that this is not a good strategy because then it is not possible
to apply any correction like the one we have just described. If the underlying event is larger in p+p
collisions than expected then such non-trivial corrections will have to be studied.
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is used to construct bayesian unfolding matrix that is then used for the deconvolution
of the truth distributions from any provided reconstructed distributions. More details
about the bayesian deconvolution is in Appendix B. As an input for the unfolding we used
200 events with reconstructed jet shapes from PYTHIA embedded to peripheral HIJING
Pb+Pb events (b = 10 fm, dN/dη = 460). These reconstructed jet shapes were used
together with corresponding PYTHIA truth jet shapes. The energy of truth jets was in
the range from 70 GeV to 140 GeV. This input was used to compute response matrix and
unfolding matrix. The unfolding was then performed on another set of 200 events from
the same data-set. The input distributions are plotted in the lower left panel of Fig. 33.
The unfolded distribution is plotted in the lower right panel of Fig. 33. One can see a
very good correspondence between unfolded and truth differential jet shape. The only
problematic bin is the second bin at r = 0.075 where the correspondence is not very good.
We have a suspicion that the unfolding method underestimates the error. However, it is
clear that bayesian unfolding can be used for the deconvolution of truth jet shapes from
reconstructed jet shapes.

One may think about a possibility to use the unfolding instead of the above described
method of smaller cones to recover the jet shape that is deteriorated in the most central
heavy ion collisions due to the finite jet position resolution. This is clearly possible but
one should bear in mind a big difference between unfolding and the method of smaller
cones. The method of smaller cones can be applied event-by-event, whereas unfolding is
a statistical method. Thus, these two methods are very different and one should not a
priori give up on one method in favor of another method.

To compare the size of the jet quenching effect predicted by the theory with the
inaccuracy of measured data we used again PYQUEN. We have used the same PYQUEN
initialization as for the fragmentation study presented in the previous section. In Fig. 34
the differential and integral jet shape computed for quenched and non-quenched data are
presented. The flow of the energy can be seen better from the differential jet shape. It
is visible that the energy is redistributed from the center of the jet to the jet periphery.
Upper panels of Fig. 34 compare simulated quenched and non-quenched events. Lower
panels of Fig. 34 then compare the situation after the reconstruction. One can see that
even after the reconstruction the difference between quenched and non-quenched events is
sizable.

6.3 Radial moments

We have shown that namely differential jet shape is a useful quantity to characterize the
effect of the jet quenching. To reveal the mechanism of the energy loss we need to study
the modification of particle distributions or jet shapes in correlation with the centrality
and optimally also in correlation with the parton in-medium path length. The centrality
can be measured via measurement of particle multiplicity or total energy deposited in the
calorimeter. In-medium path length can be estimated from the knowledge of the reaction
plane. The measured information about the energy loss has to be correlated with at least
other two parameters. Thus, instead of working with the overall jet energy distribution
(jet shape) it could be more legible to study first only radial moments of the energy
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Figure 33: Upper panels: Integral and differential jet shapes after the correction on the finite jet position
resolution using a method of smaller cones. Lower left: Differential jet shape for reconstructed periph-
eral Pb+Pb events (dN/dη = 460, closed markers) versus truth jet shape (open markers). Lower right:
Differential jet shape for reconstructed peripheral Pb+Pb events after the unfolding (squared markers)
compared to truth (open markers).
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Figure 34: Integral and differential jet shape for PYQUEN (closed) and PYTHIA (open) simulated
(upper) and reconstructed (lower) events.
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Figure 35: First and second radial moment of the jet ET distribution for reconstructed central (red) and
peripheral (black) collisions.

distribution,

a[n](Rcone) =

∫ Rcone

0 ρnET(ρ) ρdρ
∫ Rcone

0 ET(ρ) ρdρ
(43)

Then, in a presumably complicated experimental situation, one can study the correlation
of one single number, the mean of the radial moment, with other parameters.

The comparison between reconstructed central and peripheral collisions for the first
and second radial moment is presented in Fig. 35. The spectrum of moments is very
similar for the jets reconstructed in the most central and in the most peripheral collisions.
This means that, similarly to the jet shapes, we can determine radial moments with a
good accuracy even in the most central collisions. This result should be compared with
a possible modification of these quantities predicted by PYQUEN which is presented in
Fig. 36. One can see a big difference between reconstructed quenched and non-quenched
jets. The difference is more pronounced for the first radial moment which does not stress
the jet periphery as much as higher moments do. This is a consequence of the fact that
the difference between quenched and non-quenched jets simulated by PYQUEN is more
pronounced for the center of a jet than for the jet periphery.

6.4 Correlation measurements and jet RAA

The large η acceptance of the ATLAS calorimeter system provides nearly complete ac-
ceptance for di-jets making possible correlation measurements between back-to-back jets.
Except the radiative energy loss which can be measured using variables described in the
previous section, collisional energy loss may also play a significant role in the parton energy
loss [120]. In the case of the collisional energy loss the energy is transferred out of the jet
cone due to multiple elastic scatterings of a parton with the constituents of the medium.
Thus, such energy loss can be measured via the modification of the di-jet spectra. The left
panel of Fig. 37 shows the conditional yield for detecting an associated jet above 70 GeV
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Figure 36: First and second radial moment of the jet ET distribution for reconstructed PYQUEN jets
(red) and reconstructed PYTHIA jets (black).

given the leading jet above 100 GeV, plotted as a function of |∆φ| between the two jets.
One can see that there is no big difference between truth jets and jets reconstructed in the
most central collisions. Right panel of Fig. 37 shows the comparison of di-jet conditional
yields between PYQUEN simulated jets without any quenching, with only the radiative
energy loss, and with only the collisional energy loss. With the given statistics (5000
events) the difference among these three scenarios is pronounced namely for first three
bins on the away side, ∆φ = π.

Another correlation measurement that can provide deeper insight to the jet energy
loss mechanism are γ-jet correlations. Since photons do not interact strongly, they can be
used to estimate the original energy and direction of a jet interacting with the medium.
Measurement of γ-jet correlations can benefit from excellent longitudinal segmentation
of the calorimeter (|∆η|=0.003 for the first sampling of the electromagnetic calorimeter).
This fine segmentation allows for a good separation between the direct and background
photons, for more details see Refs. [111,121].

Maybe the most pronounced effect of the collisional energy loss can be measured in
the jet energy spectra or in the jet RAA. Nuclear modification factor RAA as measured at
RHIC is a ratio of jet leading particles reconstructed in heavy ion collisions to that recon-
structed in p+p collisions. At LHC energies a possibility to measure fully reconstructed
jets exists and therefore we should be able to measure nuclear modification factor for jets.
To illustrate the sensitivity of such measurements we have analyzed again the difference
between PYQUEN and PYTHIA jet spectra for two initial settings of PYQUEN: with
only the radiative energy loss, and with only the collisional energy loss. The result is
shown in the upper panels of Fig. 38. The left panel shows spectra for only the radiative
energy loss, the right panel shows spectra for only the collisional energy loss. One can see
that the jet energy spectrum remains almost unaffected by the radiative energy loss but it
is modified dramatically by the collisional energy loss. This is in a sharp contrast with the
sensitivity of the jet shape. The differential jet shape exhibits the sensitivity rather to the
radiative energy loss than to the collisional. This is illustrated by lower panels of Fig. 38.
Thus, the measurement of energy spectra or jet RAA represents a tool complementary to
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Figure 37: Conditional yield for detecting an associated jet with ET above 70 GeV given the leading
jet with ET above 100 GeV. Left: Truth PYTHIA J2-J4 jets (open) compared with jets reconstructed
in the most central collisions (dN/dη = 2700, closed symbols). Right: The difference between PYQUEN
simulated J3 jets without quenching (open) with only radiative energy loss (closed) and with only collisional
energy loss (triangles).

jet shapes or fragmentation functions for studying the jet quenching. Taking into account
the efficiency and fake rate presented in Fig. 21 we can state that ATLAS should provide
accurate measurements of jet energy spectra or jet RAA.

In this chapter we have discussed a possibility to measure modification of jet properties
in the heavy collisions using the ATLAS detector. We have identified different quantities
that exhibit sensitivity to different underlying processes of the jet quenching. Some of
results presented in this chapter have been published in conference proceedings and as the
ATLAS notes, Refs. [111–113]. For further details see also author’s web page, Ref. [114].
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Figure 38: Upper panels: The difference between PYTHIA and PYQUEN simulated spectrum for only
radiative energy loss (left) and for only collisional energy loss (right). Lower panels: The difference between
PYTHIA and PYQUEN simulated jet shapes for only radiative energy loss (left) and for only collisional
energy loss (right). For all the plots same 5000 generated J3 jet events have been used.
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Conclusions

We have developed and tested algorithms for the jet reconstruction in the heavy ion
collisions at the ATLAS detector. The description of these algorithms has been provided
in Chapter 4. A study of the basic performance of the jet reconstruction has been presented
in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, we have proposed and tested different quantities that exhibit
sensitivity to different underlying processes of the jet quenching.

The main results are the following:

• A suitable strategy for the background subtraction is based on the event-by-event
subtraction at the level of calorimeter cells. In forward regions of the calorimeter
natural granularity should be used, in the barrel region coarser granularity of 0.1×0.1
is sufficient.

• We have compared the sensitivity of different jet finding algorithms to a presence of
an underlying event. The best performance exhibits the anti-kT algorithm, the worst
performance exhibits kT algorithm. The ATLAS cone algorithm exhibits similar
performance as the anti-kT algorithm.

• We have tested the jet reconstruction using the cone algorithm with R = 0.4 and
split merge fraction f = 0.5.

• We expect the jet energy resolution to be better than 25 % for jet energies above
70 GeV in the most central collisions.

• We have shown that the jet energy resolution in Pb+Pb collisions can be directly
determined from the knowledge of the size of underlying event fluctuations and from
the knowledge of the jet energy resolution in p+p collisions.

• The jet energy scale is consistent with zero for jet energies above 70 GeV in the
most central collisions. The jet energy scale shift at lower energies is due to steeply
decreasing efficiency.

• The efficiency of jet finding exhibits only weak dependence on the centrality. Effi-
ciency is above 95 % and fake rate below 5 % for jet energies above 70 GeV.

• Jet position resolution is safely below a half of a tower size for almost all jet energies.
Jet position resolution can be enhanced using a method of smaller cones.

• We found that fragmentation function, jT distribution, and jet shapes are well sen-
sitive to the radiative energy loss. Complementary to these quantities, jet energy
spectra (or jet RAA), and di-jet azimuthal correlations are sensitive to the collisional
energy loss.

• We found that the fragmentation function can be measured with a good accuracy
even in the most central collisions if we apply appropriate background subtraction
and correction on the tracking efficiency. The jT distribution requires additional
correction on the jet position resolution. After application of such correction the jT
distribution can be successfully revealed from the measured data.
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• Jet shapes can be also measured with a high accuracy. The differential jet shape is
more sensitive to the jet energy flow, particularly at the jet periphery. The correction
on the jet position resolution is needed to reveal the jet energy flow at the center of
a jet.

• To deconvolute the truth jet shape from the reconstructed jet shape one needs to
use unfolding methods. We have successfully tested the bayesian unfolding.

• We have found that radial moments are also well sensitive to the jet quenching.
The first radial moment is more sensitive than higher moments. Radial moments
can be used instead of jet shapes for any study that requires some complicated
multi-variable comparison.

From the above presented results we may conclude that ATLAS is a very
good detector for studying hard processes in the heavy ion collisions at LHC.
We have in our hands tools for the heavy ion jet reconstruction and data
analysis using the ATLAS detector.
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Appendix A

A1 (Glauber model)

In this section we will provide a short list of formulae originating from the Glauber
model [30, 31]. The Glauber model of multiple-collision processes provide a quantita-
tive consideration on the geometry of colliding nuclei. The original idea of high energy
hadron moving on the straight line through the nucleus and collecting phase shifts in elas-
tic collisions with individual target nucleons can be translated to the calculation of the
inelastic cross-section. The starting point of all the consideration is the nuclear density
ρ(r) which can be parametrized by the following formula

ρ(r) =
norm. const.

1 + exp( r−c
d )

(44)

where c ∼ A−1/3 fm and d
.
= 0.5 fm.

A projectile hitting a nucleus (with atomic number A) at an impact parameter b sees
a slab of nuclear matter of thickness (z is measured along the beam axis)

TA(bA) =

∫ ∞

−∞
ρ(bA, zA)dzA;

∫ ∞

−∞
TA(bA)dbA = 1 (45)

In analogy with the nucleus thickness function TA(bA) we can define baryon-baryon
thickness function t(b). The quantity σint(b)db is a probability that a baryon-baryon
inelastic collision occurs within a transverse area element db when one baryon is situated
at an impact parameter b relative to the other baryon (σin is inelastic baryon-baryon
cross-section)

dp(b) = σint(b)db;

∫ ∞

−∞
σint(b)db = σin (46)

If we consider a collision of two nuclei with atomic numbers A and B, the probability
for the occurrence of a baryon-baryon collision when the nuclei A and B are situated at
an impact parameter b relative to each other is

TAB(b)σin =

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
TA(bA)TB(bB)t(b − bA − bB)σindbAdbB (47)

If we do not want to take baryon structure into account, we can consider t(b − bA − bB)
to be delta function δ(b − bA − bB) and integrate out one variable in (47) which gives

TAB(b)σin =

∫ ∞

−∞
TA(b ′)TB(b − b

′)σindb
′ (48)

where TAB(b) is called nuclear overlap function. Using the nuclear overlap function, we
can express the probability for occurrence of n inelastic baryon-baryon collisions at an
impact parameter b by the relation (binomial distribution)

P (n, b) =

(

AB
n

)

[TAB(b)σin]
n[1 − TAB(b)σin]

AB−n (49)
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Total probability for the occurrence of an inelastic event in the collision of A and B at an
impact parameter b is the sum of expression (49) from n = 1 to n = AB

dσAB
in

db
=

AB
∑

n=1

P (n, b) =
AB
∑

n=0

P (n, b) − P (0, b) =

= 1 − P (0, b) = 1 − [1 − TAB(b)σin]
AB (50)

Hence the total inelastic cross-section σAB
in for the collision of two nuclei A and B is

σAB
in =

∫ ∞

−∞
{1 − [1 − TAB(b)σin]

AB}db (51)

For the case of a nucleon-nucleus collision (i.e. for B = 1) TB(b − b
′) = δ(b − b

′) and the
formula for the total inelastic cross-section σnA

in is

σnA
in =

∫ ∞

−∞
{1 − [1 − TA(b)σin]

A}db (52)

The average number of inelastic baryon-baryon collisions happening in the collision of
two nuclei A and B with impact parameter b can be derived as a first moment of the
probability distribution (49)

〈Ncoll(b)〉 =

∑AB
n=1 nP (n, b)

∑AB
n=1 P (n, b)

=
AB TAB(b)σin

dσAB
in

db

(53)

The average number of inelastic baryon-baryon collisions for all possible impact parameters
b is (TAB(b) is normalized to one)

〈Ncoll〉 =

∫

〈Ncoll(b)〉 dσAB
in

db
db

∫

dσAB
in

db
db

=
AB σin

σAB
in

(54)

Finally, we will derive the relation for the average number of participants in the collision
of two nuclei. As we have argued, 1 − TAB(b)σin is a probability that 2 nucleons at an
impact parameter b do not collide. Therefore, (1− TA(b)σin)

A ≡ qA is a probability that
after the collision with nucleus A a nucleon from nucleus B at the impact parameter b

will remain untouched in B. Similarly, (1 − TB(b)σin)
B ≡ qB is a probability, that a

nucleon from nucleus A will remain in A. Average number of nucleons in the nucleus B
participating at an interaction with nucleus A at impact parameter b is then

B
∑

n=1

n

(

B
n

)

[1 − qA]n[qA]B−n = B(1 − qA) = B[1 − (1 − TA(b)σin)
A] = B

dσnA
in

db
(55)
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Similarly, the average number of nucleons in the nucleus A participating at an interaction
with nucleus B at impact parameter b is

A
∑

n=1

n

(

A
n

)

[1 − qB]n[qB]A−n = A(1 − qB) = A[1 − (1 − TB(b)σin)
B] = A

dσnB
in

db
(56)

Resulting average number of participants is then a sum of (54) and (55) which has to
be normalized, as in the relation (53), to the overall probability for the occurrence of an
inelastic event in the collision

〈Npart(b)〉 =
A

dσnB
in

db
+B

dσnA
in

db
∑AB

n=1 P (n, b)
=
A

dσnB
in

db
+B

dσnA
in

db
dσAB

in

db

(57)

The average number of participants in the collision of two nuclei A and B is then

〈Npart〉 =

∫

〈Npart(b)〉 dσAB
in

db
db

∫

dσAB
in

db
db

=
AσnB

in +BσnA
in

σAB
in

(58)

For more details on the Glauber model see Refs. [31, 34, 36].

A2 (Pseudorapidity, light cone coordinates, Bjorken formula)

In the high energy collisions only a boost transformation along the z-axis (beam axis)
is usually needed. For such boost, we can take intro account only two components of
a momentum (the transverse component pT = p sinϑ and the longitudinal component
p‖ = p cosϑ) instead of all three usual components (px, py, pz). Due to this simplification
the space-part of the four-momentum contains only two components. For illustration of
definitions of the coordinate system and angles used in the ATLAS detector see Fig. 39.

Boost along the z-axis of a simplified four-vector P ⋆ to P looks as follows





E⋆

p⋆ cosϑ⋆

p⋆ sinϑ⋆



 =





γf −βfγf 0
−βfγf γf 0

0 0 1









E
p cosϑ
p sinϑ



 (59)

Thus, for the transformation of angle ϑ for the ultra-relativistic limit (i.e. m = 0, p = E)
we get

cosϑ⋆ =
−βf + cosϑ

1 − βf cosϑ
, cosϑ =

βf + cosϑ⋆

1 + βf cosϑ⋆
(60)

We can introduce the rapidity y and the pseudorapidity η by the relations
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y

x

z

p pT

fJ

Figure 39: Illustration of the definition of system of coordinates. The z-axis is defined by the beam
direction (side-A of the detector defines positive z-axis). The positive x-axis is pointing from the interaction
point to the center of the LHC ring. The positive y-axis is pointing upwards.

y =
1

2
ln

(

E + p‖

E − p‖

)

=
1

2
ln

(

E + p cosϑ

E − p cosϑ

)

(61)

η = lim
m/p→0

y =
1

2
ln

(

1 + cosϑ

1 − cosϑ

)

= −ln tan
ϑ

2
(62)

where we have took into account a simple expansion

E

p
=

√

1 +
m2

p2
= 1 +

1

2

m2

p2
− 1

8

m4

p4
+ ... (63)

The effect of the boost on the rapidity y is just a shift as we can get using (59)

y =
1

2
ln

(

1 + βf

1 − βf

)

+
1

2
ln

(E⋆ + p⋆
‖

E⋆ − p⋆
‖

)

≡ yboost + y⋆ (64)

Let us describe the use of a pseudorapidity in the system of two particles displayed
in Fig. 40. The relation between pseudorapidities in the CMS system and in any other
system is (using (60))

η1 =
1

2
ln

(

1 + cosϑ1

1 − cosϑ1

)

=
1

2
ln

(

1 + βf

1 − βf

)

+
1

2
ln

(

1 + cosϑ⋆

1 − cosϑ⋆

)

(65)

η2 =
1

2
ln

(

1 + cosϑ2

1 − cosϑ2

)

=
1

2
ln

(

1 + βf

1 − βf

)

− 1

2
ln

(

1 + cosϑ⋆

1 − cosϑ⋆

)

(66)

It is natural to introduce the following variables
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J1
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J2
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J1
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J2

*
= p - J1
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Figure 40: Illustration of two particles in the CMS system (left) and in any other system (right).

η⋆ ≡ 1

2
(η1 − η2) =

1

2
ln

(

1 + cosϑ⋆

1 − cosϑ⋆

)

(67)

ηboost ≡ 1

2
(η1 + η2) =

1

2
ln

(

1 + βf

1 − βf

)

= yboost (68)

m
η1 = ηboost + η⋆ (69)

η2 = ηboost − η⋆ (70)

where η⋆ is the pseudorapidity of particle 1 in the CMS system (η⋆ = η⋆
1 = −η⋆

2) and ηboost

is the pseudorapidity of the center of mass.
From the previous relations ((59),(62),(67)) we can clearly see that the set containing

ET = E sinϑ, ∆η, and ∆φ is the set of boost invariant variables. On the contrary, E or
∆ϑ are not boost invariant.

Despite to the fact that all conventional detectors are cylindrical with the axis of
symmetry being the beam axis, it is relevant to examine the behavior of variables ET, η,
and φ in a spherical geometry with a center of the sphere posed to the interaction point.
The argument for this is that the particle shower is the same in all directions, independent
on the axial geometry of the detector. The important feature of pseudorapidity in the
spherical geometry is the fact that the distance interval in the η direction is the same as
is the distance interval in the φ direction

dRφ = sinϑdφ (71)

dRϑ = dϑ =

∣

∣

∣

∣

dϑ

dη

∣

∣

∣

∣

dη = sinϑdη (72)

That is the reason why we can consider variable R defined by the formula (12) as an
opening angle in η × φ space. Moreover, due to the use of variable ET instead of E, such
a radius is the same for the whole range of pseudorapidity
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dEφ ≡ EdRφ = ETdφ (73)

dEϑ ≡ EdRϑ = ETdη (74)

It is only by convention not to indicate the physical unit of the radius R. If we used
variable ϑ instead of η for the definition of the radius, the unit would be the steradian.

Now, let us turn back to pseudorapidity and rapidity. Keeping in mind the following
simple relation coming from the definition (61),

ey =

√

E + p‖

E − p‖
, e−y =

√

E − p‖

E + p‖
, (75)

and relations

m2 = E2 − p2
‖ − p2

T

E2 − p2
‖ = m2 + p2

T = m2
T, (76)

it is easy to express the often used relation between the rapidity and the longitudinal
momentum p‖ or the total energy of particle E

p‖ =
√

m2 + p2
T sinh y ≡ mT sinh y (77)

E =
√

m2 + p2
T cosh y ≡ mT cosh y (78)

For the case when pT = 0, i.e. p = p‖ and m = mT, the previous equations imply useful
relations for coefficients β and γ

γ =
E

mT
= cosh y (79)

βγ =
p‖

mT
= sinh y (80)

β =
p‖

E
= tanh y (81)

Now, we will employ preceding variables in the space-time description mentioned in
Sec. 2.2. A particle moving on a trajectory approximately parallel with the beam axis
has a velocity

β =
x‖

t
(82)

where x‖ is obviously longitudinal distance (z-axis) and t is time. Using the fact that if
xT = 0, the Lorentz invariant space-time interval (= proper time from the interaction of
two nuclei) is given by
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τ2 = t2 − x2
‖ (83)

It would be useful to know where is the particle with given rapidity y after time τ in
its rest frame. This means to express x and t as a function of y and τ . We can compare
β = tanh y and β = x‖/t together with (83) and we get

tanh y =
x‖

t
=

x‖
√

τ2 + x2
‖

(84)

coth y =
t

x‖
=

t√
t2 − τ2

(85)

When solving quadratic equation (84) for x‖ and (85) for t, we receive

x‖ = τ sinh y (86)

t = τ cosh y (87)

Preceding relations imply a relation analogical to (61) for rapidity

y =
1

2
ln
t+ x‖

t− x‖
(88)

the derivation of which along x‖ is

dy

dx‖
=

1

τ
cosh y =

t

τ2
(89)

The previous equation allows us to derive Bjorken relation (18). If we define energy
density ǫ by the relation

ǫ ≡ lim
∆x‖→0

E

A∆x‖
(90)

where A is the area perpendicular to x‖. We can write the following relation between the
total transversal energy ET and the energy density ǫ in time t = τform when, as we have
argued in the main text, y ≈ 0

ǫ =

(

1

A
〈E〉 dN

dy

dy

dx‖

)∣

∣

∣

∣

y=0

=

(

1

A
〈mT〉 cosh y

dN

dy

1

τform
cosh y

)∣

∣

∣

∣

y=0

=

=
1

Aτform
〈mT〉

dN

dy

∣

∣

∣

∣

y=0

=
1

Aτform

dET

dy

∣

∣

∣

∣

y=0

(91)

where 〈E〉, resp. 〈mT〉 is the total mean energy per particle produced, resp. total mean
transverse mass per particle produced.
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In Sec. 2.3 we have used light cone coordinates. The light cone variables x± can be
defined as follows for any four-vector xµ = (x0, x1, x2, x3)

x± =
1√
2
(x0 ± x3) (92)

or especially for the momentum four-vector

p+ =
1√
2
(E + p‖), p− =

1√
2
(E − p‖) (93)

m

E =
1√
2
(p+ + p−), p‖ =

1√
2
(p+ − p−) (94)

Using (77) and (78), light cone variables can be rewritten to another useful form

p± =
mT√

2
e±y (95)

The boost transform of light cone variables can also be expressed using rapidity as

p± =
1√
2
(E ± p‖) =

1√
2
(γ ± βγ)(E⋆ ± p⋆

‖) = e±yp⋆± (96)

Using the inversion of relation (95), i.e. y = 1
2 ln p+

p−
, we can easily derive relation (20) up

to an overall rapidity shift given by the ratio of transverse mass of hadron and constituent
parton,

yh − yc = ln
1

x
− ln

m2
T,h

m2
T,c

. (97)

We close this appendix with few comments concerning the transverse kinetic energy
used in Sec. 2.4. Kinetic energy can be defined using the following relation which in the
limit of p≫ m approaches a non-relativistic form

T = E −m =
√

p2 +m2 −m
p/m→0−−−→ p2

2m
(98)

In an analogue to this relation we can define a variable

TT ≡ mT −m =
√

p2
T +m2 −m, (99)

We can perform similar Taylor expansion and if we assume m≫ pT we receive

TT
pT/m→0−−−→ p2

T

2m
(100)

Thus, it is reasonable to call the variable defined in (99) transverse kinetic energy. In the
literature (e.g. Ref. [55]) some authors define the transverse kinetic energy by the relation
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Figure 41: Comparison between transverse kinetic energy. Left: the difference between (99)= TT and
(100)= TT,class. Right: the difference between (99)= TT and (101)= T ′

T. Mean transverse momentum in
Au+Au collisions at

√
sNN = 200 GeV measured at RHIC is roughly 〈pπ

T〉 ≈ 0.4 GeV/c,
〈

pK
T

〉

≈ 0.6 GeV/c,
and 〈pp

T〉 ≈ 0.9 GeV/c [18].

T ′
T ≡ p2

T

2mT
(101)

If we multiply numerator and denominator by mT and perform the Taylor expansion in

pT/m of the square-root and of the denominator we find that
p2
T

2mT
=

p2
T

2m + O(p4
T). The

comparison between the definition (99) and its ”classic” form (100) for three different
particle species is in the left plot of Fig. 41. The comparison between the definition (99)
and the definition (101) is in the right plot of Fig. 41.

A3 (Equations of motion in relativistic hydrodynamics)

In this section we will discuss the equations of motion mentioned in Sec. 2.4 (for a reference
see [23,28]). The equations of motion of the relativistic ideal hydrodynamics can be derived
from the energy momentum conservation law (28),

0 =
∂Tµν

∂xµ
=

∂

∂xµ

[

(ǫ+ p)uµuν − pgµν
]

=

=
∂ǫ

∂xµ
uµuν + (p+ ǫ)

(

∂uµ

∂xµ
uν + uµ ∂u

ν

∂xµ

)

− (gµν − uµuν)
∂p

∂xµ
(102)

The first equation of motion can be received from the contraction of (102) with the four-
velocity uν . The resulting scalar equation of motion for the energy density is

ǫ̇ = −(ǫ+ p)
∂uµ

∂xµ
(103)

where we have identified ḟ ≡ df(xµ)
dτ = uµ ∂f

∂xµ and considered that
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uνuν = 1,

0 =
∂uν

∂xµ
uν =

1

2

∂uνuν

∂xµ
.

To receive other equations of motion we insert (103) back to the first term of (102). The
resulting equations of motion for the velocity field are

u̇µ =
(gµν − uµuν)

ǫ+ p

∂p

∂xν
(104)

The pressure is related to the energy density and charge densities by the equation of state
(EoS). In relativistic heavy ion collisions the main characteristic of the equation of state is
the speed of sound, cs. The equation of state can be written as p = c2sǫ [23] which implies
that the previous equation can be written as

u̇µ =
c2s

1 + c2s

(gµν − uµuν)

p

∂p

∂xν
(105)

We can notice that by writing the first, scalar equation of motion (103) we have reduced
four degrees of freedom that we had originally in the energy-momentum conservation law
(102) to three. This means that the relation (105) provides just three equations of motion.
Thus, only the spatial part of (105) carry the information about the motion of the fluid
which means that we can set the index µ = i = 1, 2, 3. If we bear in mind that ui = u0vi,
u0 = γ, we receive

d~v

dt
=
∂~v

∂t
+ (~v · ∇)~v = − 1

ǫ+ p

(

∇p+ ~v
dp

dt

)

(106)

The time-like part of (105) only tells us that

dp

dt
=

1

γ2

∂p

∂t
(107)

All together we have four equations of motion for four independent variables - three
components of velocity and energy density or pressure. The scalar equation of motion
(103) tells us that the expansion of the fluid leads to the dissipation of energy. The
vector equation of motion (105), or (106) tells us that the fluid accelerates due to the
pressure gradient and ǫ+ p, which is enthalpy, acts as an inertia. The last quantity that
needs to be considered for the description of the motion of the fluid is charge density
n (baryon number density, strangeness density, and electric charge density). Since each
charge current Nµ = nuµ has to be conserved ∂µN

µ = 0 we can write for the charge
density following relation

ṅ = −n∂u
µ

∂xµ
(108)

This is the continuity equation. The analogy between relativistic and non-relativistic
description of the ideal fluid is now well legible,
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relativistic: non-relativistic:

ǫ̇ = −(ǫ+ p)
∂uµ

∂xµ
⇔ dǫ

dt
= −p

ρ
∇ · ~v

d~v

dt
= − 1

ǫ+ p

(

∇p+ ~v
dp

dt

)

⇔ d~v

dt
= −1

ρ
(∇p+ ~f) (109)

ṅ = −n∂u
µ

∂xµ
⇔ ∂ρ

∂t
= −ρ∇ · ~v

Now, we can rewrite equations of motion in two dimensional (t, z) description proposed
by Bjorken, where

xµ = (τ cosh η, 0, 0, τ sinh η)

uµ =
dxµ

dτ
= (cosh η, 0, 0, sinh η) (110)

If we follow Bjorken’s assumption of ǫ = ǫ(τ) for fixed value of η then

∂ǫ(τ)

∂xµ
uµ =

∂ǫ

∂τ
,
∂uµ

∂xν
=

1

τ
δµν (111)

and the first, scalar equation of motion can rewritten as

∂ǫ

∂τ
= −ǫ+ p

τ
(112)

If we bear in mind that xµx
µ = τ2 which implies

∂τ

∂xµ
=
gµνx

ν

τ
= gµν

∂xν

∂τ
(113)

then the second, vector equation of motion reduces to an obvious relation

∂uµ

∂τ
= 0 (114)

This implies that non-trivial dynamics of the ideal relativistic fluid can be received only
if one makes a step aside from two dimensional model and assumes also an evolution in
transversal degrees of freedom.

A4 (Basic ideas behind the thermal model)

Hadron spectra in p+p and e++e− collisions can be well described using a canonical en-
semble. Statistical ensemble is a large collection of identically prepared systems. Canonical
ensemble is a statistical ensemble where each system can exchange energy with a large
number of similar systems. The ensemble is characterized by an average energy den-
sity E =

∑

iEiwi where wi is a probability of finding a system having energy density
Ei. We can define the entropy of the ensemble as S = −k∑

iwi lnwi. The extreme
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of the entropy with respect to boundary conditions E = const and
∑

iwi = 1 can be
received using the method of Lagrange multipliers. After carrying out the derivative of
−k∑

iwi lnwi + (1 + α)wi + βEiwi, one receives the distribution of canonical ensemble
wi = exp(α− βEi). Lagrange multipliers can be identified with free energy and tempera-
ture so that wi = exp(F −Ei)/kT , i.e. the temperature is a Lagrange multiplier to achieve
a certain constant average energy density.

Hadron spectra in Pb+Pb collisions can be described using the grand-canonical ensem-
ble. Grand-canonical ensemble is a statistical ensemble where each system can exchange
both, particles and energy. Beside the temperature, additional free parameters are present
in the distribution of grand-canonical ensemble. These are chemical potentials µQ - the
Lagrange multipliers to constrain the system on average to a conserved total charge Q.
In our case the conserved charges are baryon number B, strangeness S and electrical
charge Q. Equivalently one can conserve net number of valence quarks for each flavor,
〈u− ū〉 ,

〈

d− d̄
〉

, 〈s− s̄〉 since on the relevant time scale only strong interactions are im-
portant [62]. The relations among the chemical potentials in both descriptions are

µB = µu + 2µd

µQ = µu − µd (115)

µS = µd − µs

It is also possible to assume no difference between u and d chemical potentials [63].
Then, one can conserve net number of valence u/d quarks

〈

u− ū+ d− d̄
〉

and s quarks
〈s− s̄〉. Under this assumption the relevant chemical potentials are only µq = 1

3µB and
µs. The density of hadron species i in the grand canonical ensemble is then given by [63]

ρi = γ〈s+s̄〉
s

gi

2π2
T 3

chem

(

mi

Tchem

)2

K2(mi/Tchem)λ
〈u−ū+d−d̄〉

i
q λ

〈s−s̄〉i
s (116)

wheremi is the mass of the hadron i, gi is the number of spin-isospin degree-of-freedom, K2

is the second order modified Bessel function, and λq = exp(µq/Tchem), λs = exp(µs/Tchem).
The γs is an additional Lagrange multiplier to include the constraint that the total number
of strange quarks 〈s+ s̄〉 is conserved on average, γs = exp(µ〈s+s̄〉/Tchem). The γs is a
measure of the chemical saturation of strangeness, γs < 1 means undersaturation, γs > 1
means oversaturation [62].

The reason why the thermal model is fitted to ratios of particles abundances is that
the ratios removes various effects that can distort the momentum spectra (limited rapidity
region measurement and thus limited phase space, effect of the transverse flow and lon-
gitudinal expansion). Results discussed in Sec. 2.5 show that grand-canonical framework
works well in heavy ion collisions. On the contrary, for the elementary high energy colli-
sions a thermal description based on the grand-canonical framework does not work very
well due to the requirement of exact quantum number conservation [61]. For more details
on basics of statistical mechanics see e.g. [65].
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Appendix B (Bayesian unfolding)

In this appendix we will explain basic method of bayesian unfolding. We will discuss the
difference between this approach and simple matrix inversion and finally we will illus-
trate how iterations in the bayesian unfolding may affect the deconvolution of the truth
information.

The Bayes theorem can be written as

P (tj |r) =
P (r|tj)P (tj)

∑

j P (r|tj)P (tj)
(117)

The explanation of this formula is following: We observe an effect r that can originate
from different sources tj . The probability P (tj |r) that it was the source tj which caused
the effect r is proportional to the probability P (tj) for the source tj to occur times the
probability P (r|tj) that the effect r can be produced by a source tj . P (tj) is called prior
probability and if we know nothing about sources we can postulate that they can occur
with the same probability. Conditional probability P (r|tj) is also called likelihood function
and P (tj |r) is called posterior probability.

The meaning of the Bayes law can be illustrated in short in the following simple
example. Let us imagine a product that is produced by two factories A and B. Factory
A has two times bigger output than factory B. Factory A also produces two times larger
proportion of products with a defect than factory B. Products from both factories are
merged and delivered to the market. Now we can ask, what is the probability that we
bought a product from the first factory if we bought the product with a defect? The prior
probability that we bought the product from the first, resp. second factory is p(tA), resp.
p(tB). We know that p(tA) = 2p(tB). If we take into account that p(tA) + p(tB) = 1,
because there is no other factory that produces our product, we get p(tA) = 2/3, resp.
p(tB) = 1/3. The conditional probability that factory A will produce a product with the
defect, i.e. the unreliability of factory A is p(defect|tA) = 2p(defect|tB). The posterior
probability that the product we bought came from the first factory is

P (tA|defect) =
P (defect|tA)P (tA)

P (defect|tA)P (tA) + P (defect|tB)P (tB)
=

4

5
(118)

This result is not easy to guess. If we change the prior probability and say that one half
of all products comes from the first factory and the other half from the second, i.e. the
probability is uniform, then the result is easy to guess. The result is 2/3 in such case.
This illustrates the fact that if the prior probability is not symmetric (uniform or gaussian)
then the Bayes theorem delivers non-trivial results.

At the beginning of this appendix we have written the Bayes law in terms of probability
to measure an effect r that is due to a source tj . To come closer to the problematics
discussed in this work, let us identify the effect with the reconstructed information and
the source with the truth information. Obviously, we can have more than one reconstructed
information. Each reconstructed information may be due to different truth and each truth
may contribute to different reconstructed information. The Bayes theorem holds for each
effect or reconstructed information ri and we can generalize the formula (117) as follows
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P (tj |ri) =
P (ri|tj)P (tj)

∑

j P (ri|tj)P (tj)
(119)

where P (ri|tj) is a conditional probability of measuring an information ri given a truth
information tj , P (tj) is prior truth probability distribution and P (tj |ri) is posterior prob-
ability that we are interested in. The posterior probability tells us how probable is actual
realization of truth tj if we have measured the reconstructed information ri. The task of
the unfolding is similar to what is provided by the Bayes theorem: to reveal the truth
information from the reconstructed data if we know the response of our detector to truth
from Monte Carlo simulations.

To elucidate properties of the unfolding method based on the Bayes theorem we will
make following substitutions: we can substitute probability distributions P (tj) with vec-
tors, i.e. P (tj) ≡ uj , resp. P (ri) ≡ vi; likelihood P (ri|tj) with a response matrix Aij

(known from Monte Carlo simulations); and posterior probability distribution P (tj |ri)
with an unfolding matrix Ab

ji. We will immediately show that, from the algebraic point

of view, matrix Ab
ij acts as an inverse for the vectors vj , ui respectively:

∑

j

Aijuj = vi (120)

∑

j

Ab
ijvj = ui (121)

Let us assume, for a simplicity, that
∑

ui =
∑

vi which means that our measurement
is 100 % efficient and we don’t lose any information (

∑

P (tj) =
∑

P (rj)). Summing over
i in (120) we receive

∑

j

uj

∑

i

Aij =
∑

i

vi =
∑

i

ui (122)

which implies that
∑

iAij = 1 for each j. This property of the response matrix can be
used in the proof of (121). Generalized Bayes theorem (119) in terms of response matrix
and vectors u, v reads

Ab
ji =

Aijuj
∑

j Aijuj
=
Aijuj

vi
(123)

now multiplying both sides by vi and then summing over i we can easily receive (121)36.
The difference between ”inversion” using the bayesian unfolding matrix Ab and stan-

dard matrix inversion A−1 is quite simple. In the case of standard matrix inversion
relations (120), (121) hold for any vector from the vector space, whereas in the case of the
bayesian matrix ”inversion” these relations hold only for vectors u, v which were used in
the construction of the bayesian unfolding matrix.

36If our measurement is not 100 % efficient then
∑

i Aij = ǫj 6= 1 represents efficiency of measuring
information rj . This efficiency has to be included to the denominator of (123).
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Figure 42: Sensitivity to the recovering of the truth information (quantified as a relative difference
between original and unfolded truth vector δu) when reconstructed information is fluctuating. The size of
the fluctuation of reconstructed vector is quantified as a relative difference between originally generated
and randomly rustled reconstructed vector δv.

Unfolding procedure does not need the strong requirement that any vector is mapped
back to the original vector, it is more important to receive back, with a reasonable accuracy,
the truth vector u even if the actually reconstructed vector v′ is slightly different from the
ideal reconstructed vector v =

∑

j Aijuj that was used to compute the response matrix.
This difference can be due to statistical fluctuations or random noise. In this situation
there is a dramatic difference between the usage of A−1 and Ab as the inversion. Even small
fluctuations from the ideal reconstructed vector can lead to an unjustifiable differences in
the unfolded truth vector. As a toy example for an illustration we have randomly generated
three dimensional truth ”training” vectors and reconstructed ”training” vectors together
with the response matrix so that the relations (120) and (121) were satisfied (we have
assumed 100 % efficiency). Using these vectors and response matrix we have evaluted
the relative difference δu between unfolded truth vector u′ and original truth vector u as
a function of relative difference δv between the fluctuating reconstructed vector v′ and
originally genereted vector v,

δu(u, u′) =

√

√

√

√

1

n

n
∑

i

(

u′i − ui

ui

)2

, δv(v, v′) =

√

√

√

√

1

n

n
∑

i

(

v′i − vi

vi

)2

(124)

The result is shown in Fig. 42. One can see that in the case when the unfolding is realized
by the inversion of the response matrix even a few percent fluctuation in the reconstructed
vector can lead in a complete destruction of the truth vector. On the contrary, for the
bayesian unfolding, one can see that a bad knowledge of reconstructed information does
not propagate worse to the knowledge of the unfolded truth information (the size of the
relative difference δu is almost never higher than the size of relative difference δv).

In some implementations of the bayesian unfolding one can find iterative unfolding
procedure. The idea is that the unfolded truth distribution is taken as an input for a better
estimation of the bayesian unfolding matrix and then the truth distribution is re-unfolded.
The reason for it is a possibility that our theoretical assumptions, i.e. original truth
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Figure 43: Left: Relative difference between the original truth vector u and unfolded truth vector after
one iteration u′, resp. 20 iterations u(20) (δu1(u, u′), resp. δu20(u, u(20))) as a function of the relative
difference between training reconstructed vector v and ”measured” vector v′ (δv(v, v′)). Right: mean

relative difference 〈δwn〉 =
〈

δwn(Au(n), v′)
〉

and 〈δun〉 =
〈

δun(u, u(n))
〉

as a function of number of

iterations n.

distribution, might be simply different from reality. The procedure can be schematically
described as follows,

MC training : u, v,A,Ab

measured data : v′

Ab
ji =

Aijuj
∑

j Aijuj
; v′

1st iteration−−−−−−−→ u′ = Abv′

Ab′

ji =
Aiju

′
j

∑

j Aiju′j
; v′

2nd iteration−−−−−−−→ u′′ = Ab′
v′ (125)

Ab′′

ji =
Aiju

′′
j

∑

j Aiju′′j
; v′

3rd iteration−−−−−−−→ ...

One can notice that the response matrix remains the same. We will use our toy example
to illustrate how this strategy works.

Again, we have randomly generated three dimensional truth ”training” vectors u and
reconstructed ”training” vectors v together with the response matrix so that the relations
(120) and (121) were satisfied. Then, to receive the ”measured” data we have shifted all
the values of the reconstructed training vector by a randomly generated constant, v′i =
(vi + const). This shift simulates either a mis-calibration of our detector or a systematic
difference between truth that is used for the training and the ”truth” that is realized by
nature. We have run the iterative bayesian unfolding up to 20 iterations and we have
evaluated the relative difference δun(u, u(n)) between the original truth vector u and the
unfolded truth vector after n iterations, u(n) as a function of the relative difference δv(v, v′)
between training reconstructed vector v and ”measured” vector v′. The result is in the
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left panel of Fig. 43. One can see that the correspondence between original truth vector
and unfolded truth vector after twenty iterations is worse then after one iteration. This is
natural because if our response matrix is really correct (we understand our detector well)
then the original truth had to be wrong. To see better the result of iteration process we
have also evaluated the average relative difference 〈δwn〉 between measured reconstructed
vector v′ and the reconstructed vector w(n) = Au(n) that we would receive if the truth were
u(n) not u, i.e. the difference δwn = δwn(Au(n), v′). The result is shown in the right plot
of Fig. 43. One can see that as the 〈δun〉 increases with increasing number of iterations
the 〈δwn〉 decreases. Ideally, 〈δwn〉 should approach zero after few iterations. However,
this is not the case in our simple example. The iteration process does not converge very
well. This means that we cannot trust our unfolded truth vector because the response
matrix cannot accommodate the shift that we have introduced.

The aim of this short appendix is to demonstrate properties of the bayesian unfolding
in the most simple case of three dimensional vectors. It is clear that there is a big difference
between simple matrix inversion which is not usable in practice and the bayesian unfolding.
It is also clear that if we do not understand our detector well (i.e. our response matrix
is not correct) then a blind iteration process in the bayesian unfolding may lead to even
worse results. It is worth to try iterations to see whether we can trust the result or not.
For more details about bayesian unfolding, namely the definition of errors that we did not
discussed, see e.g. Ref. [122] and references therein.
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Appendix C

Table 1.3

Barrel End-cap

EM calorimeter

Number of layers and |η | coverage

Presampler 1 |η | < 1.52 1 1.5 < |η | < 1.8

Calorimeter 3 |η | < 1.35 2 1.375 < |η | < 1.5

2 1.35 < |η | < 1.475 3 1.5 < |η | < 2.5

2 2.5 < |η | < 3.2

Granularity ∆η ×∆φ versus |η |
Presampler 0.025×0.1 |η | < 1.52 0.025×0.1 1.5 < |η | < 1.8

Calorimeter 1st layer 0.025/8×0.1 |η | < 1.40 0.050×0.1 1.375 < |η | < 1.425

0.025×0.025 1.40 < |η | < 1.475 0.025×0.1 1.425 < |η | < 1.5

0.025/8×0.1 1.5 < |η | < 1.8

0.025/6×0.1 1.8 < |η | < 2.0

0.025/4×0.1 2.0 < |η | < 2.4

0.025×0.1 2.4 < |η | < 2.5

0.1×0.1 2.5 < |η | < 3.2

Calorimeter 2nd layer 0.025×0.025 |η | < 1.40 0.050×0.025 1.375 < |η | < 1.425

0.075×0.025 1.40 < |η | < 1.475 0.025×0.025 1.425 < |η | < 2.5

0.1×0.1 2.5 < |η | < 3.2

Calorimeter 3rd layer 0.050×0.025 |η | < 1.35 0.050×0.025 1.5 < |η | < 2.5

Number of readout channels

Presampler 7808 1536 (both sides)

Calorimeter 101760 62208 (both sides)

LAr hadronic end-cap

|η | coverage 1.5 < |η | < 3.2

Number of layers 4

Granularity ∆η ×∆φ 0.1×0.1 1.5 < |η | < 2.5

0.2×0.2 2.5 < |η | < 3.2

Readout channels 5632 (both sides)

LAr forward calorimeter

|η | coverage 3.1 < |η | < 4.9

Number of layers 3

Granularity ∆x×∆y (cm) FCal1: 3.0×2.6 3.15 < |η | < 4.30

FCal1: ∼ four times finer 3.10 < |η | < 3.15,

4.30 < |η | < 4.83

FCal2: 3.3×4.2 3.24 < |η | < 4.50

FCal2: ∼ four times finer 3.20 < |η | < 3.24,

4.50 < |η | < 4.81

FCal3: 5.4×4.7 3.32 < |η | < 4.60

FCal3: ∼ four times finer 3.29 < |η | < 3.32,

4.60 < |η | < 4.75

Readout channels 3524 (both sides)

Scintillator tile calorimeter

Barrel Extended barrel

|η | coverage |η | < 1.0 0.8 < |η | < 1.7

Number of layers 3 3

Granularity ∆η ×∆φ 0.1×0.1 0.1×0.1

Last layer 0.2×0.1 0.2×0.1

Readout channels 5760 4092 (both sides)

Figure 44: Main parameters of the calorimeter system [10].
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Figure 45: Left: pT resolution of tracking as a function of truth particle pT. Right: Position resolution
of tracking as a function of truth particle pT. For all the tracking studies xKalMan package has been used.
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